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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, wireless device users engage in various forms of wireless applications
and services. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system technology, which
involves multiple uses of antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver side of
wireless channel, can be used to improve the wireless channel capacity without any
need for extra spectrum in the rich scattering environment. The MIMO technology is
regarded as a fundamental component for this new emerging wireless
communication Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard. However, as a result of short
distance between the antennas in the small mobile terminals, the total antenna
efficiency gets reduced and the mutual coupling that exists between the MIMO
antenna elements also becomes very high which lead to high Envelope Correlation
Coefficient (ECC). This Master’s thesis aims to study the impact of antenna type on
the ECC for a two antenna system in a typical mobile terminal sized device (ground
plane) by using different configurations of antenna placement. The mobile antennas
are to operate in LTE band 3 (from 1.710 GHz to 1.880 GHz) and LTE band 20
(from 0.791GHz to GHz 0.862 GHz).
This thesis has been addressed by first introducing the fundamental theory of
antennas. It is followed with description of effect on ground plane due to different
mobile antenna structures and as a last part on the basics of LTE and LTE-Advanced
components, focusing on the concept of multiple antennas design on mobile terminal.
In this thesis, three types of antenna structures have been considered: Planar
Inverted-F Antenna (PIFA), monopole and loop antennas. The designs and
simulations of the antenna structures have been performed using CST Microwave
studio software.
The two antenna systems showed better performance when one antenna is located
at the bottom of the ground plane with feed at the corner and the second antenna is
placed perpendicularly at the top with feed positioned on the same side of the ground
plane as the bottom antenna. ECC values of less than 0.2 in LTE band 3 and less than
0.49 in LTE band 20 were obtained. The study shows that good efficiency and low
ECC (low mutual coupling) can be achieved from the placement of the MIMO
antennas on the ground plane. In consideration to future work, the results in this
thesis can serve as helpful information in multi-antenna designs for mobile terminals.
Key words: MIMO, mobile antennas, mutual coupling, envelope correlation
coefficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The need for wireless device services and applications has been on the increase in
recent times. More mobile subscribers are constantly demanding for both data and
voice services. Advanced applications such as interactive television and sophisticated
games, which gives the mobile users highly compelling experience are nowadays
common. As a result, the need for high speed broadband, reduced end-to-end latency,
high cell capacity and efficient mobile handset performance are required. These
requirements have driven the development of LTE and LTE-Advanced wireless
communication system standards by 3GPP (Third Partnership Project), with ultrafast broadband and increase data capacity promise for mobile terminals [1, 2, 3].
The LTE and LTE-Advanced are regarded, technically, as 4G wireless
communication systems by 3GPP since their performances are substantially better
than the previous 3G systems. The LTE system offers to provide peak data rates of
100 Mbps in downlink and partly half of the peak data rate in uplink with 5 MHz to
20 MHz bandwidth. More so, LTE-Advanced system offers to deliver more
compelling peak data rate of 1 Gbps in the downlink and 500 Mbps in the uplink.
Both of these systems facilitate the use of multiple antennas at both the transmitter
and receiver (i.e. MIMO technology) to achieve the high data rate applications [1, 3].
The MIMO system involves the implementation of multiple antennas in small
mobile devices and it is regarded as a possible potential concept for improving the
rates of transmission. Although the technology has made significant improvement on
the data rate and better performance on the wireless communication systems,
however it poses lots of challenges when designing efficient multiple antennas in the
limiting volume of mobile handsets [1, 2, 4].
The closely-spaced multi-antennas would exhibit high correlation as a result of
high mutual coupling between the antennas and the ground plane. This effect would
have significant degradation on the MIMO antenna performance and largely on the
wireless communication systems. This mutual coupling problem is much prevalent
mostly at the LTE lower frequencies (for examples frequencies which are below 1
GHz) due to low space (as compared to wavelength) between the two antennas and
the ground plane. Therefore low mutual coupling is required between the antenna’s
ports so as to yield a low correlation between the limited spaced antennas [3, 4].
Different types of antenna designs with desired merit of low mutual coupling,
reduced correlation coefficient and high total efficiency are investigated so as to
obtain a novel antenna design solution that can give efficient MIMO antenna
performance (i.e. the MIMO performance in terms of performance metric like
envelope correlation, S-parameter, and total antenna efficiency in free space).
In this thesis, three different proposed antennas (PIFA, monopole and loop) will be
designed to cover both LTE band 20 (0.791 to 0.862 GHz) and LTE band 3 (1.710 to
1.880). These antennas are specifically designed with four different configurations
(or orientations) on the ground plane.
The master’s thesis is therefore organized such that chapter 2 discussed the
detailed antenna fundamentals and the parameters which are essential for defining
the performance of antenna design. The proposed antenna structure designs and its
design considerations, particularly ground plane effect are discussed in chapter 3.
Chapter 4 introduces the LTE and LTE-Advanced technologies as well as multiple
antennas concept on mobile handset. Chapter 5 covers different mobile antenna
structure designs, simulations results and comparison between different mobile
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antenna types using CST Microwave studio software. Chapter 6 focuses on study of
MIMO antenna system and the analysis of all the simulation results. Finally, the last
chapter entails the overview of the results for the purpose of obtaining the best
antenna combination that gives better MIMO system performance.
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2. ANTENNAS FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES
An antenna is considered as extremely important part of wireless communication
system. It is defined in [5] as a device such as wire or rod purposely for radiating and
receiving electromagnetic energy. Also according to [6], the antenna is characterized
as “that section of a receiving or transmitting system that is designed to receive or
radiate electromagnetic waves”. This implies that the antenna acts as a transit point
between the transmission line medium and the boundless medium where
electromagnetic energy is being propagated. The transmission line is essentially
used for transferring radio waves either from the transmitting source to the antenna
or from the antenna to the receiving end. Antennas can be categorized into four
major types depending on the area of applications and their performance in relation
to frequency: electrically small antennas e.g. short dipole, monopole and small loop;
resonance antennas e.g. half wave dipole, yagi and microstrip patch; broadband
antennas e.g. spiral and log periodic dipole array; and aperture antennas e.g. horn and
reflector [7].
This section introduces and examines the parameters that are used in defining and
evaluating the performance of antennas. Some of these antenna performance
parameters will be used in later chapters to evaluate the three different types of
antenna designed structures.
2.1. Near-field and far-field
The fields that emanate out from the antenna can be divided into three principle
regions in relation to the source. The region that directly surrounds the antenna is
called reactive near-field. The outermost region from the antenna is known as farfield and the region that is situated at the middle of reactive near-field and the farfield is acknowledge as radiating near-field [8]. Among the three regions, the far
field region is considered much more important as antennas are used in far field. In
the far field region or the Fraunhofer region, the shape of the field pattern does not
change with respect to distance. Given an antenna with a maximum dimension of ,
the necessary and sufficient condition for the far field is given in Equation (2.1),
where 𝜆 is the wavelength measured in meter.

R2 

2D



2

,

(2.1)

The region interior to the radius
is known as the near field and it can be divided
into two sub-regions: The reactive near-field region and the radiating near-field
region [7]. The reactive near-field part is a region that is predominantly occupied by
reactive field. This means that both the electric field and the magnetic field are
ninety-degrees out of phase. The distance at which the outer boundary of reactive
near-field region occurs is given in Equation (2.2), where is the largest dimension
of the antenna.
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On the other hand, the region located immediately after the reactive near- field is
known as the radiating near-field (or Fresnel region). Unlike the reactive near-field,
the radiating near-field part is the region that is largely occupied by radiated field and
where the far-field angular distribution still rely on the distance from the antenna [8].
The three region locations can clearly be shown in Figure 2.1 [8] and the radius of
region lies between the inner and the outer boundary as
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Figure 2.1. Field regions.
2.2. Antenna radiation pattern
The radiation pattern of an antenna (also known as antenna pattern) is used to
represent the far-field radiation properties of antenna graphically in relation to three
dimensional spaces. This means that the radiation pattern is usually measured in the
far-field region. The radiation property of the antenna comprises of intensity U (watts
per unit solid angle) and directivity. The spherical coordinates for the antenna
analysis are illustrated in Figure 2.2 [8]. In most cases, both power and field pattern
are used to characterized the radiated power in the far-field region, where the field
pattern of an antenna is the plot of the magnetic or electric field as a function of
angle at a fixed distance, and the power pattern of the antenna is the plot of square of
electric (or magnitude) field at a function of angle at a constant radius [8, 9].
Based on the radiation pattern, antenna can be grouped into three distinctive cases
such as isotropic, directional and omnidirectional antennas. The isotropic antennas
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radiate its power uniformly in all direction and can only be realized in theory. Thus
isotropic pattern mostly acts as a useful point of reference in explaining how
practical antennas radiate in a particular direction. For directional antennas, the
pattern is mostly significant in a particular direction than in the remaining directions.
On the other hand, omnidirectional antenna case has its radiation pattern in
horizontal plane, however, it sometimes varies in vertical plane as well [9].
Similarly, E-plane (or azimuth) and H-plane (elevation) patterns can also be used
to analyze antenna performance. The E-plane pattern is a plane in which the direction
of radiation pattern is majorly occupied by electric field vector. Whereas, the Hplane has its direction of radiation pattern dominated by magnetic field vector. Figure
2.3 [10] illustrates both the E-plane and the H-plane patterns of short current
element. Although three-dimensional pattern is the perfect plot for representing the
antenna radiated field in reference to spherical coordinates but it would be more
efficient to describe it in two-dimensional planes (i.e. horizontally and vertically) [8].

Figure 2.2. Spherical coordinate systems for antenna analysis.
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Figure 2.3. E-plane and H-plane patterns of electrically short current elements.
2.3. Directivity of antenna
An antenna directivity, which is related to direction, is one of the essential parameter
that describes the extent to which the antenna radiated power is occupied in a certain
direction in reference to other directions. Whenever the directivity is mentioned in
the absent of direction, then the direction of maximum radiation would be
considered. More specifically, the directivity of an antenna is equivalent to the ratio
of the highest non-isotropic antenna radiation intensity to that of isotropic antenna
radiation intensity given the same total power [9, 10, 11]. This can be expressed
mathematically in Equation (2.4).
(

)

(

)

(
∬

)

(2.4)

where is the radiation intensity in W/unit solid angle and
is the total radiated
power in W. The radiation intensity is related to the average radiated power density
(with unit of W/m2) and the square of the distance , as given in Equation (2.5)
[10].
.

(2.5)

2.4. Input impedance
Antenna input impedance ( ) is defined as the ratio of the voltage to current at a
pair of antenna terminals or the impedance presented by the antenna at its terminals”
[8]. In other words, the input impedance of an antenna is a very important parameter
to evaluate its design properties since the value of the impedance provides the
amount of power accepted from the transmitter or delivered to the receiver
accordingly. For example, when two or more antennas are present in a confined
place, the input impedance of one antenna will be affected by the nearby antennas.
The input impedance can be expressed mathematically as illustrated in Equation
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(2.6), where
the input voltage at the antenna input,
is the input current at the
antenna input,
( ) is the antenna’s frequency-dependent total resistance, and
( ) the antenna’s frequency-dependent total reactance, is the angular frequency
2 , where is the frequency in hertz (Hz).
( )

( )

( )

(2.6)

The equivalent circuit representation of the antennas is illustrated in Figure 2.4,
where the real part of the antenna input impedance is proportional to the addition of
radiation resistance
( ) and loss resistance ( ). It can clearly be expressed as
given in Equation (2.7).
( )

( )

( )

(2.7)

Figure 2.4. Equivalent circuit of antenna.
The antenna’s total height in relation to its operating frequency is used to evaluate
the radiation resistance whereas the loss resistance is obtained from both the
dielectric and conductive characteristics of the antenna material. In other word,
whenever lossy materials are utilized for the antenna design, then the loss resistance
is generated from the conductor and the dielectric loss respectively [10, 11].

2.5. Reflection coefficient
This is an essential parameter to quantitatively evaluate the performance of an
antenna. The parameter, reflected coefficient, is used for specific purpose. It can be
used to determine how effective a load (e.g. antenna) is matched with the
transmission line. For instance, the reflection coefficient is characterized as the ratio
of incident wave to reflected wave at the antenna port. It can be determined by the
input impedance as given in Equation (2.8) [10].
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(2.8)

where is the voltage reflection coefficients,
is the impedance of the antenna,
is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and S11 is single element
obtained from scattering parameter matrix of single port network. From the antenna
design point of view, it is desirable to minimize reflection as much as possible at the
antenna’s port. When the reflection coefficient value is zero, it means the antenna is
perfectly matched. In order to achieve = 0, both the antenna’s impedance and the
characteristic impedance of the transmission line must be equal as illustrated in
Equation (2.8). However, when the value is one, it implies that most of the power
would be reflected from the antenna terminal [10, 12].

2.6. Antenna radiation resistance and efficiency
In general, antenna efficiency is an important parameter that is used to evaluate
radiation capability of antenna. In other words, antennas are designed to efficiently
transmit the input power to radiation. There are two kinds of efficiencies that
contributed to the total efficiency of antenna: reflection (also known as matching
efficiency) and radiation efficiencies. According to [6], radiation efficiency can be
described as the ratio of total transmitted power to the net received power by the
antenna. Radiation efficiency takes account of the losses within the structure of the
antenna, which are due, referring to Figure 2.4 [9], to losses in either the conducting
or dielectric parts of the antenna. Achieving high radiation efficiency is solely
dependent on the antenna dielectric losses, and the conductor specifications
(diameter and thickness). It can be defined by using the Equation (2.9), where
is a
radiation resistance and, is a loss resistance [10, 11].
(2.9)
The reflection efficiency takes into consideration the mismatched between the
transmission line and the antenna, which can be defined as
(

| | )

(2.10)

The total efficiency can be calculated as the product of radiation and the reflection
efficiencies [8]. This can be illustrated in Equation (2.11).
(

| | ).

(2.11)

Lastly, the total efficiency can likewise be calculated from the S parameters (or
scattering parameters) as expressed in Equation (2.12).
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(2.12)

where S21 is the mutual coupling between multiple antennas integrated into the
mobile terminal. In this situation, the part of the arrived power to one antenna or its
radiated power is absorbed by the other antenna element, and thus decreasing the
efficiency of the radiating antenna located in closed vicinity of other antenna
elements. More discussion is given on mutual coupling later in this thesis.

2.7. Gain
Gain is another useful parameter to evaluate the performance of the antenna. Unlike
the directivity that only concerned about the directionality of the antenna and
depends on the antenna pattern, the gain takes both the directivity and the efficiency
of the antenna into consideration. In other words, the gain is the measure that
quantifies how efficiently the available power at the input terminal of the antenna is
transform into radiated power in a certain direction as compared to that of an
isotropic source. When the direction is not stated, the gain is considered as the
maximum gain. It can be expressed as
(

(

)

)

(2.13)

) is the radiation intensity of the antenna in the direction of (
) and
where (
is the input power accepted by the antenna measured in Watts (W) and, is the
gain (dimensionless). By comparing Equation (2.4), (2.9) and (2.13), we can see that
the gain is related to the radiation efficiency and directivity D which can be
expressed as
(2.14)

.

Where the factor accounts for both the conductor or dielectric losses but does not
consider the losses due to the polarization or impedance mismatch between the feed
line and the antenna accordingly [10]. In order to account for the reflection or the
mismatch losses which are as a result of the connection of antenna device to the
transmission line, we introduce another gain called the absolute gain (or realized
gain) (
). This gain can be defined by [8]
(

)

(

| | ) (

)

(2.15)

The situation where the two gains ( ,
) are the same is when the absolute
). In other words, the antenna is then
value of reflection coefficient is zero(| |
matched to the transmission line. In the case where the reflection coefficient is not
equal to 1, then the quantity above, (
| | ) represent the mismatched loss (ML)
between the antenna and the transmitter or transmission line.
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2.8. Antenna bandwidth
Antenna bandwidth is another essential parameter to qualitatively estimate the
performance of an antenna. It is expected of antenna to efficiently transform its
available power at the input terminal to radiated power. The range of frequencies
where this occurs is taken as the bandwidth of the antenna. Most often antenna
bandwidth defined range of frequencies on either side of the resonant frequency
whereby the antenna characteristics such as input impedance, pattern beam width,
polarization, gain, radiation efficiency and side lobe level must comply [8]. In this
thesis, total antenna efficiency, and multiple antenna system performance (see
section 4.3.2) must satisfy specifications through required frequency bands. It is
pertinent to specify the criteria that designate bandwidth whenever the antenna’s
frequency band is given. The criterion is where the frequency band has the reflection
coefficient that is taken below a certain pre-defined level (or threshold level). The
For example, in Figure 2.5 [12], the antenna has a -6 dB bandwidth of 38MHz.
Similarly, the antenna’s bandwidth could be 26 MHz if the criteria of -8dB is
specified [12]. Therefore, the reflection coefficient values -6 dB and -8 dB are the
criteria. The pre-defined level of -6 dB which is believed to be the rule of thumb in
mobile terminal antenna design is considered in this thesis.

Figure 2.5. Antenna bandwidth.
From the practical point of view, the aim of mobile handset antenna design is that
the bandwidth is wide enough to cover the operating frequency bands (it might be
one or multiple operating bands) over which the wireless devices is assumed to
operate [13, 14]. The sets of various communication bands would be given in the
subsequence chapter.
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2.9. Antenna polarization
An antenna is a device for receiving and radiating electromagnetic waves into space.
The polarization (or orientation) of the electromagnetic wave is determined by the
electric field plane which must be realized along the direction of propagation. In [8],
polarization of an antenna is defined as “that electromagnetic wave property
describing the relative magnitude of the electric field vector and the time varying
direction”. In other words, antenna polarization is the polarization of the electric field
vector of the radiated wave. More specifically, the position and the direction of the
electric field in relation to the ground determine the wave polarization.
Antenna polarization can be classified into three such as; elliptical polarization,
linear (vertical or horizontal) polarization, and circular polarization. The movement
of the current in the antenna signifies the type of polarization generated. If current
travel along one axis it is linear polarization. If two orthogonal current with 90
degree phase offset is created on the antenna, it is said to be circular polarization.
Meanwhile, both linear and circular polarizations are two special cases of elliptical
polarization. The wave is said to be elliptical polarized if the field have two linear
and orthogonal components of the same or different magnitude. Figure 2.4(a) and (b)
[8] represent the rotating polarization vector of a wave and the polarized ellipse
respectively [8].

Figure 2.6(a). Polarization ellipse.
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Figure 2.6(b). Rotation of wave.
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3. MOBILE ANTENNA STRUCTURES
The aim of this chapter is to give background theory related to the mobile antenna
structures that will be implemented in this thesis. Detailed analysis of the design
structures would be given later in chapter 5. The selected mobile antenna antennas
structures are the planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA), Loop and monopole antennas. In
this chapter, design considerations for the mobile antennas and antenna matching
circuits are also introduced.
3.1. Structure of monopole antenna
Monopole antenna is considered as a straight-wire antenna with desired features such
as low cost, less weight and high efficiency which has made it widely employed in
cellular phone handsets. A straight wire monopole antenna, mounted on a conducting
ground plane, is shown in Figure 3.1 [16]. The ground plane dimensions play a
significant role in the overall performance of the antenna with reference to radiation
pattern, resonance frequency, impedance properties and most importantly the
bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, the antenna experiences its first resonant
frequency when the length L is equivalent to a quarter of wavelength [10, 13, 15].

Figure 3.1. Monopole antenna.
An alternative method to reduce the length of monopole antenna is to bend it into
an inverted L-antenna (ILA) as shown in Figure 3.2 [16], so that it can easily be
tuned to the proper resonant frequency and then matched to the desired characteristic
impedance. Thus, the increased capacitive reactance and reduced radiation resistance
of the straight wire monopole antenna is mitigated. By increasing or decreasing the
length of the horizontal wire, the resonant frequency of the antenna can conveniently
be tuned [13].
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Figure 3.2. Inverted-L antenna (ILA).
3.2. Structure of PIFA antenna
Inverted F-antenna (IFA) antenna would be introduced first for better understanding
of PIFA antenna. Essentially, IFA antenna is derived from monopole antenna with
the aim of providing good matching and, most importantly, to decrease the size of
the monopole antenna for easy integration into the small mobile terminals. Shown in
Figure 3.3 [16] is the shape of the IFA antenna element which includes both the
shorting strip that acts like a shunt inductor and the feeding point respectively [12].

Figure 3.3. Inverted-F antenna.
The PIFA antenna can be described as the modification of the IFA antenna. It can be
achieved by removing the radiating linear horizontal strip of the IFA antenna and
replace it with a rectangular planar or patch element which is often placed parallel to
the conducting ground plane. As a result, the PIFA resonance frequency is practically
dependent on both the length and width of the planar element. More so, the planar
conductor element increases the space occupied by the radiating IFA antenna at the
top of the ground plane, therefore widening the bandwidth. The ground plane
underneath the PIFA structure plays an important role by mitigating the effect of the
reflected RF energy when the phone is held closed to the head. The basic structure of
the PIFA antenna can be shown in Figure 3.4 [16]. Where H is the distance between
horizontal planar element and the ground plane, the width, W and length, L are used
to fine tune the required frequency, and S is the distance between the ground strip
and the feeding point that determines the matching of the PIFA antenna [10, 11, 12].
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Figure 3.4. Planar inverted- antenna.
3.3. Structure of loop antenna
Loop antenna can be categorized as electrically small and electrically large
depending on the loop circumference. The small loop antenna circumference is less
than about 1/10 , while circumference of the electrically large loop antenna is
approximately the wavelength. Loop antenna is well known for its simple, versatile
and inexpensive features and it comes in different shapes: circular, rectangular,
square, ellipse etc. For small loop antenna, the current is uniform all around the loop.
As a result, the radiation field of small loop antenna, which is not dependent on its
loop shape but on the area covered by the loop, is similar to the radiation field of
infinitesimal magnetic dipole. The loss resistances of electrically small loop antenna
are larger than the radiation resistance. Consequently, they are considered as weak
radiator and this accounts for their usage as receiving antenna where signal-to-noise
ratio is the main factor and not the efficiency. By increasing its number of turns, the
radiation resistance of loop antenna can be increased [7, 8].
3.4. Antenna matching circuits
As mentioned in section (2.5) that the input impedance of antenna is essential to the
delivery of power to the antenna from transmitter or the transfer of power from the
antenna to receiver. The matching of the antenna impedance to the transmission line
characteristics impedance can be perform either by using external matching circuit or
by modifying the antenna structure. In this context, either of these methods can
optimize the proportion of power that is radiated or received by the antenna element.
Therefore, the antenna efficiency can significantly be improved with the application
of matching network [11, 12]. In this thesis, matching network will be applied to low
band monopole antenna structure for better matching and to complement its
performance.
3.5. Design considerations for mobile terminal antennas
As the mobile devices increasingly reducing in size, there has been a corresponding
market demand for reduction in the size of antennas used for the mobile terminals.
Generally, the remarkable reduction of the antenna element’s size has posed
substantial challenges for the antenna engineers. It is expected that the antenna
elements be reduced in size and still maintain not only its electrical performance
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properties, but also to radiate effectively over various frequency bands. However,
there are tradeoffs either from the bandwidth or the efficiency when the antenna’s
size is significantly reduced. [10, 11, 13].
In the design of antenna structures for mobile integration, some of the factors to
put into consideration are not limited to the physical properties (for example, the
antenna length, diameter, height and its geometry) but also the ground plane, most
especially its size. The study of the antenna’s performance characteristics can be
done by either simulation or measurement (or both). In most cases, the mobile
antennas structures are design on the ground plane where the surface current induced
on the plane have a considerable effect in determining the antenna‘s bandwidth,
impedance, and radiation patterns properties. Therefore, when designing mobile
antenna structures, it is important to consider ground plane (including its size) as part
of the antenna structure [13, 17].
It has been researched in [13] that the surface current distribution on the edge (or
corner) position of the ground plane is considerably high as compared to other part or
center of the ground plane. When antenna feed point is located at this position, the
operating performance (impedance, bandwidth and radiation pattern properties) will
significantly change. This effect likewise depends or varies not only on the electrical
length of the ground plane, but also on the operating frequency of the antenna and its
design structure. The induced current distribution on the ground plane and on
antenna element together determines the performance characteristics of the mobile
antenna structures. It has shown in [17] that most of the mobile antennas coupled
differently to the ground plane. In most cases coupling effect is more significant at
the antennas operating in the LB antennas (less than 1 GHz) [13, 17]. It has been
revealed in [18] that the radiation of the LB antennas is not more than 10 % of the
total power while the largest portion of the radiation is contributed from mobile
terminal chassis and for the HB antenna element, its radiation is greater than that of
mobile chassis. This further explained in [19] that the mobile antenna chassis acts as
the major radiating elements for the LB antenna elements, whereas it only acts as a
ground plane for the HB antenna elements.
When considering the implementation of multiple antennas on the same chassis of
the mobile terminal, the performance of the antenna design becomes deteriorated
especially for the LB antenna elements. This makes mobile terminal chassis becomes
significantly important most particularly for the multiple antennas design at LB [19].
Although, it is advantageous to implement multiple antennas on the mobile terminal
so as to increase the data rates (more details on MIMO technology would be
explained in section 4.3.2), however, the limited volume of mobile terminals is a
factor that is restricting the amount of antennas that can be integrated.
It is important to mention that, in this thesis, the design and the results analysis of
all the proposed antenna types will mainly base on simulation.
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4. LTE-ADVANCED AND MULTIPLE ANTENNAS SYSTEMS
The mobile cellular network has experienced a remarkable growth in the number of
mobile broadband subscriptions in the last few years. It has been reported in [20] that
total numbers of mobile subscribers from 2008 up until the quarter of 2013 are about
6.6 billion, of which smartphone’s base subscribers have the major contributions.
This numbers of mobile subscribers are anticipated to reach about 9.3 billion by
2018. However, the tremendous growth implies corresponding increase in the data
traffic. According to [21], the mobile traffic is expected to have increased to 13
exabytes per month by 2018 [21]. This substantial growth has been majorly driven
by reduced cost of mobile devices, efficient network capacity and good network
coverage. Owing to the adoption of new technology device, the smartphones, mobile
subscribers are enabled to access quality applications and services such as
multimedia online games, mobile TV, high quality video and audio, etc. This would
considerably increase the amount of broadband data consumptions and thus put high
sets of requirements on the efficiency of the data networks as well as the cellular
network capacity [22].
To fulfill the demand of high data rate, efficient capacity and even reduced latency
for the wireless communication networks, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) -a collective effort of multiple wireless telecommunication associations- was
established in 1998 to develop and maintain specifications for the emerging family of
GSM standards such as GSM, EDGE, UMTS, HSPA, LTE and LTE-Advanced. The
data rate has been increasing progressively since the release of the first standard of
3GPP in 2000, known as Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) or
release 99. As seen from Figure 4.1 [34], the data rate has grown from 384 kpbs in
UMTS, 14 Mbps in HSPA, to 42 Mbps in HSPA+. As the demand for higher
wireless data traffic exceeded the limit of CDMA based networks, the 3GPP resolved
to develop a new standard called Long Term Evolution (LTE) that is based on
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as multiple access technology
which can conveniently serve wideband transmission. The application of MultipleInput Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques in LTE significantly boosted the data rate
of the network to up to 300 Mbps. However, some set of higher requirements of 600
Mbps in the DL and 270 Mbps in the UL with a bandwidth of 40 MHz has been
published in 2008 by International Telecommunications Union (ITU) for fourth
generation (4G) communication systems under the name International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT)-Advanced. Apparently, these requirements exceed the
LTE capabilities, so 3GPP has been working since then on the improvement of LTE
to meet the requirements. The outcome was the development of LTE-Advance (also
known as LTE release 10 and beyond) with the promise of 40 MHz bandwidth and to
deliver a peak rate of 1000 Mbps in the DL and 500 Mbps in the UL which exceed
the ITU’s requirements for IMT-Advanced [23, 24, 25, 26].
In this section, the LTE and LTE-Advanced standards are further discussed and
later address the multiple antenna techniques or MIMO antenna system principle
used in these standards.
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Figure 4.1 The evolution of 3GPP systems.
4.1. Long Term Evolution (LTE)
The Long term evolution (LTE) is a step towards the fourth generation (4G) cellular
system that begins with existing 2G and 3G networks. The work on LTE
standardization began in 2004 that essentially focused on the possible evolution of
UMTS. It provides a progressive pathway to greater speed, minimized end-to-end
latency as well as adequate use of the operator’s limited spectrum resources, relying
on the infrastructures of the 3GPP family of mobile telecommunication systems such
as GSM, GPRS, and WCDMA/HSPA. The first version of LTE standard, release 8
(R8), comprises of the main functionality that support the performance of the
wireless communication systems. Most importantly, the standard is developed to
deliver higher data rate of about 300 Mbps, considerable spectral efficiency, user
plane latency of less than 5ms, frequency flexibility and a flat architecture to
minimize cost with better operation. In contrast to the existing 3GPP networks, LTE
is expected to provide remarkable performance. The downlink peak user throughput
is 3-4 times larger than that of Release 6 High-Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA) and the uplink peak user through is 3-4 times larger than that of Release 6
High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) [27, 28, 29, 30].
The LTE system is dependent on the technology of Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) where its uses Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA)
for the UL and OFDM Access (OFDMA) for the DL. In addition, it uses higher
bandwidth of about 20 MHz and complex forward error correction (FEC) as well as
modulation scheme as high as 64QAM. This system is also based on other
techniques such as multiple antennas (or MIMO system) and beam forming
configuration that is up to 4x4. The aim of using all these techniques is for the LTE
system to meet the aggressive performance requirements and most importantly, to
significantly enhanced the radio performance of the system [1, 29, 31, 32].
The radio access system of the LTE- known as Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN) - is supported by back bone network called Evolved
Packet Core (EPC). This brought about significant improvement in the system
performance and enhancement in the system redundancy by reducing the total
available network elements. Additionally, the system provides support for Internet
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Protocol (IP) data traffic and the existing mobile networks so that the service
providers can deliver seamless mobility services to the customers. The expectation of
using this radio access system is equally to support a wide variety of services such as
video streaming, web browsing, online gaming and more real-time services [29, 33].

4.1.1. LTE band
The LTE system is expected to function in a broad spectrum of frequency bands
since the need for sufficient radio spectrum for mobile telecommunication increases.
The spectrum allocation between 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz can be used by LTE with one
carrier and explore every frequency band presently determined by International
Telecommunication Union (ITU-R). Even though most of the frequency bands are
presently used by other technologies, LTE can coexist with earlier radio access
technologies. In the perfect case in Europe where there are more than 600MHz of
spectrum that can be accessed by mobile operators after the addition of 800, 900,
1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz Frequency Duplex (FDD) and Time Duplex (TDD)
bands. The LTE implementations in Japan started with 2100 band and later included
800, 1500 and 700 frequency bands. Also in the USA, the LTE was originally built
on 700 and 1700/2100 frequency bands [4, 34].
Diverse range of frequency bands are specified for LTE system where various
separate carriers can operate effectively. The operation of FDD, TDD, and halfduplex in a unified design is supported by LTE by providing a great amount of
commonality which simplifies the deployment of multimode terminals and allows a
global roaming. The detailed of frequency bands for TDD and FDD functions in LTE
is given in Table 4.1 [4]. There are presently 17 bands and 8 bands specified for FDD
and TDD respectively [4, 35].
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Table 4.1: LTE frequency bands
LTE Band
Uplink enode B
receive UE transmit
(MHz)
1
1920 - 1980
2
1850 - 1910
3
1710 - 1785
4
1710 - 1755
5
824 - 849
6
830 - 840
7
2500 - 2570
8
880 - 915
9
1749.9 - 1784.9
10
1710 - 1770
11
1427.9 - 1447.9
12
699 - 716
13
777 - 787
14
788 - 798
15
1900 - 1920
16
2010 - 2025
17
704 - 716
18
815 - 830
19
830 - 845
.
.
.
33
1900 - 1920
34
2010 - 2025
35
1850 - 1910
36
1930 - 1990
37
1910 - 1930
38
2570 - 2620
39
1880 - 1920
40
2300 - 2400

Downlink enode B
transmit UE
receive (MHz)
2110 - 2170
1930 - 1990
1805 - 1880
2110 - 2155
869 - 894
875 - 885
2620 - 2690
925 - 960
1844.9 - 1879.9
2110 - 2170
1475.9 - 1495.9
729 - 746
746 - 756
758 - 768
2600 - 2620
2585 - 2600
734 - 746
860 - 875
875 - 890

1900 - 1920
2010 - 2025
1850 - 1910
1930 - 1990
1910 - 1930
2570 - 2620
1880 - 1920
2300 - 2400

Duplex Mode

FDD

FDD

TDD
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4.2. LTE-Advanced
LTE-Advanced is a direct evolution of LTE standard and it is regarded as the
potential candidate that fulfilled the IMT-Advanced requirements. This standard is
regarded as 4G mobile communication system because its performance is
considerably better than that of early 3G systems. The LTE-Advanced standard was
launched by 3GPP in March 201. The aim of this system is to provide higher
spectral efficiency, higher data rate, increase network capacity, reduced deployment
cost, and to enhance the cell edge performances with better quality of service.
Although it was required to provide peak data rate of 1 Gbps in the DL and 500
Mbps in the UL, but practically, LTE-Advanced can deliver peak data rate up to 3
Gbps in the DL and 1.5 Gbps in the UL with total bandwidth of 100 MHz In
addition, the LTE terminals can easily communicate with the LTE-Advanced
network since it was designed with direct backwards compatibility features to
support LTE systems. In fact, LTE-Advanced network will show up on the LTE
mobile device because of this direct feature [26, 30].
4.2.1. Technology components
The main technologies considered in LTE-Advanced are; carrier aggregation for
spectrum sharing and wider-band transmission, coordinate multi-point transmission,
relay nodes support and lastly the use of multi-antenna solutions [26]. It is
noteworthy to state that this thesis will only consider the multi-antenna technology
for the enhancement of LTE or LTE-Advanced to fulfill its performance
requirements.
4.3. Concept of multiple antennas on mobile handset
Right from the start, the LTE system was created in order for both base station and
mobile phone to use multiple antennas for radio reception as well as transmission in
order to enhance its performance as well as to increase the data rates. This section
will discuss the three types of multiple antenna techniques- MIMO system, antenna
diversity and antenna correlation- which are believed to be considered vital for
improving the system capacity and signal robustness [31].

4.3.1. Antenna diversity techniques
One of the main performance impairment in wireless communication systems is
multipath fading which resulted from the destructive addition of multipath in the
propagation channel. In order to subjugate the deleterious effect of multipath fading,
diversity techniques is applied. Diversity techniques employ multiple antennas to
enhance the quality of the radio communication channel. The enhancement is
realized by making available for the receiver a multiple copies of the same signal
through independent fading channels. So, the chances of independent signal channels
to experience fading is much lower than when a signal is transmitted over a single
propagation channel. After the independent fading signals are realized, combining
operation needs to be implemented in the receiver side [9, 13, 36].
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There are several ways of obtaining independent fading paths in radio
communication systems, but this thesis is specifically focused on the diversity
techniques that are applicable to mobile handsets.

4.3.1.1. Spatial diversity
This is the most fundamental strategy for achieving diversity. It utilizes more than
one antenna which is adequately separated from one another in space so that the
phases of the multipath components are notably different on the antennas. The phase
difference between received total signals is proportional to the difference in the path
lengths from scatter to each antenna. When considerable phase difference occurs, it
brings about low correlation between the signals at the antennas. Consequently, it is
expected that the correlation reduces with increases in either the distance between the
antennas or the distance between the scatter [9]. With sufficient distance between the
antennas, uncorrelated channels can be obtained depending on the spatial
characteristics of the channels like angular spread. Assuming a uniform arrival angle
at the mobile with no elevation arrival angle, the correlation between two antennas
can be derived from zero order Bessel function with separate distance d and phase
constant .
 12  J 0   d  ,

(4.1)

Equation (4.1) shows that the reasonable separation between the antennas in space
at the mobile is needed to obtain inconsequential correlation of 0.5𝜆; however,
mutual coupling effect is not considered, which usually cause the degradation
increment in capacity. Since larger devices are always required to accommodate
several antennas with sufficient separation distance, spatial diversity found
application in transmitters or base stations [9, 13, 37].

4.3.1.2. Pattern diversity
The better alternative solution for achieving effective diversity systems from
closely spaced small antenna designs in the mobile terminals is pattern diversity
techniques (also known as angular diversity) [38]. To make productive use of this
diversity techniques, the radiation pattern of the designed antennas are made to
radiate orthogonally in order to produce de-correlated channels over different array
elements [39]. Pattern diversity uses different beams generated from the designed
antennas to provide the needed diversity gain. Consequently, the techniques can
significantly enhance the performance of the communication systems. The
significant enhancements are recognized when antennas with different radiation
patterns operate in different multi-path environments [13]. The practical solution that
exploited this technique has been shown in [40] where low correlation coefficient
was obtained. Diversity gain, which is actively dependent on correlation between
antenna signals, is defined when different antenna patterns get different components
of multipath signals. This gain becomes higher when two patterns are totally decorrelated which can be obtained with two non-overlapping antenna patterns. It is
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shown that the performance of the system increases when pattern density is
employed in more complicated multi-path environments. By combining spatial (or
space) and pattern diversity schemes, more performance improvement are realized.
However, as the number of schemes increase, the more complex is the antenna
design [13].
4.3.1.3. Polarization diversity
With polarization diversity, it is likely to realize additional uncorrelated channels
without the need for more bandwidth or physical spacing between the antennas as in
the case of spatial diversity antennas. It has been investigated that the diversity gain
obtained from dual-polarized antenna decreases by 1dB as compared with the gain
obtained from spatial diversity. This result was influenced by the fading environment
as well as the inclination angle at the transmitting antenna. Despite the polarization
density effectiveness, when number of antennas is more than the number of
orthogonal polarizations, it becomes impractical [13, 41].

4.3.2. MIMO system
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can be described as the system with
multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver. The application of MIMO antenna
systems in wireless multi-path fading channel has the possibility to significantly
improve the link reliability and capacity of wireless communication system. It is
considered as one of the major concept to enhance the performance of the LTE
systems. This MIMO systems exhibit both diversity and multiplexing gains. In the
case of diversity gain, the MIMO system exploits the multiple antennas at both the
transmitter and the receiver to create independent paths that would significantly
improve the rate of transmission over the fading environment. The performance of
the system can also be enhanced through multiplexing gain by disintegrating the
MIMO channel into parallel number of channels. This would enable simultaneous
transmission of multiple symbols that would correspondingly increase the rate of
data transfer in the system [7, 9, 11].
Figure 4.2 depicts 2x2 MIMO systems whereby two separate streams of data
transmitted on two TX antennas are received by two RX antennas. The noted
modification in LTE-Advance is the introduction of complex system with 4x4
MIMO in the uplink and 8x8 MIMO in the downlink. It is important to consider
different multi-antenna system rather than using MIMO system (Spatial
multiplexing) when the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the channel is low. However,
MIMO can only use when the S/N of the channel is high. The common system of
multi-antenna scheme to consider when the S/N is low is TX-diversity. [26]
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Figure 4.2 MIMO systems (2x2).
The main focus of evolution of 3G mobile network is to obtain the possible
considerable higher data rate for the end-users. However there are some constraints
to the amount of data rate that can be achieved in wireless communication channel or
radio link. Channel capacity can be defined as the quantity that shows maximum
transmission rate with arbitrarily error probability, which was provided by Shannon.
The Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel capacity (C) is given in
Equation 4.2 first, so as to understand the benefit of using multiple antenna systems
to achieve higher channel capacity.
S 

C bits / s / Hz   BW log 2  1 
,
N 


(4.2)

where
is channel bandwidth of the channel, N is the noise power and S is signal
power, or
is called the signal to noise ratio. From Equation (4.2), it apparent
that two major factors can limit the obtainable data rate- they are received signal
power and bandwidth. Meaning that by increasing the data rate, it leads to increase in
bandwidth and corresponding increase in signal power at the receiver. Then when a
signal that supposed to be transferred through n different number of channels
connects n different number of transmitter and receiver antennas, the channel
capacity for this situation is given in Equation (4.3).
1 S 

C bits / s / Hz   nB log 2  1 
,
n N 


(4.3)

where n is considered as the number of transmit and receive antennas. By comparing
Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.3), it can be observed that the MIMO channel
capacity in Equation (4.3) will yield significantly capacity gain- when multiplied
with the number of antennas- than the SISO counterpart. Therefore, the multiple
antennas certified the benefits of high data rate, increase channel capacity, and
enhancement of spectral efficiency. This MIMO channel capacity also depends
largely on both the correlation between the antenna elements and the statistical
properties of the channel [6, 7, 9, 10].
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4.3.3. Envelope correlation coefficient
The correlation between several MIMO channels may be useful in estimating the
MIMO system’s performance because it is the outcome of the interplay of both
antenna properties and scattering environment. Several different studies has
employed the use of envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) to study MIMO system
performance, this is based on the assumption that the correlation amongst receive and
transmit antennas are independent to each other. In other words, it is assumed that no
cross-correlation take place when evaluating the ECC. Kronecker model is a model
that is derived from antennas that have the same radiation patterns while semicorrelated model is one which is derived when the correlation takes place only at
either the receiver or transmitter ends. The advantage of using multiple antennas can
be evaluated through the calculation of the ECC between the antenna patterns.
However, the ECC value might be reduced due to the effect of mutual coupling
between the antennas [13, 42].
The ECC of signals obtained from two antennas can be calculated with different
possible methods. In this thesis, the ECC
would be calculated from the antenna
radiation pattern for a two antenna systems. Generally, the far-field radiation pattern
method is frequently used because it allows the possibility of adding better
illustration of the radio channel in its analysis. Therefore, the ECC expression using
the 3-dimensional radiation pattern of two antenna systems is given in Equation
(4.5), and it can be seen that the ECC is dependent upon multipath environment
through the angle of arrival (AOA) statistics, ( ) and the cross-polar ratio of
arriving signals (
), and also on horizontal and vertical components of -fields of
antennas 1 and 2 ( and ) [43].
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where
(
),
,
(
) and (
) are the angular density
function of horizontal and vertical plane, and is the Hermitian product. The
is
the average power ratio of the vertical polarized to horizontal polarized incident
waves in fading environment [40]. That is;
XPR 

PV
PH

,

(4.6)

where
is the average power of the horizontal, and
is the average vertical
power. For a reference, the vertical, horizontal and angular coordinate are given in
section 2.1, Figure 2.2. In the MIMO system, some of the parameters that can affect
the envelope correlation are: ground plane, quality factor, antenna directivity and
distance between the antenna elements. The rule of thumb for this distance is that
antenna elements should be placed half wavelength from each other. It is likewise
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believed that ECC of less than 0.5 in mobile terminal antenna design, good MIMO
gain might be achieved [44]. If this value is zero, it means no correlation exist
between the received signals. Although it would be impossible for the ECC value to
be zero in mobile phone application, this is because of the low space between the
antennas [45, 46].

4.3.4. Mutual coupling
Mutual coupling is the major cause of correlation between antennas. It occurs when
more antennas are closely crammed into the mobile terminal with short distance
between them. The mutual coupling is used to characterize the electromagnetic
interaction that exists between antenna elements. In other words, as more than one
antenna is placed in mobile terminal with short distance between them, they induced
current on each other while transmitting or receiving electromagnetic energy.
However, the antenna efficiency decreases as portion of the power radiated or
received by one antenna element can possibly be absorbed by the near antenna as a
result of short distance between the antenna elements. Thus the MIMO performance
becomes deteriorated [46]. The mutual coupling effect can also affects the radiation
patterns of mobile antennas. Hence, the understanding on how to effectively orientate
the antennas on mobile terminal ground plane to considerably reduce the mutual
coupling between the antenna elements with better efficiency and low ECC is
essential [44].
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5. STUDY OF SINGLE MOBILE ANTENNA TYPES
Different mobile terminal antenna designed structures with the given specifications
and the analysis of the simulated results are given in this chapter. This chapter also
aim to analyze difference between different single antenna types and evaluate the
variation of all the antenna bandwidth properties. The theoretical backgrounds of
proposed mobile antenna types (PIFA, loop and monopole) investigated in this
chapter have been explained in chapter 3. A common ground clearance of 8 mm has
been considered in all the designed structures. This would enable the structures to
effectively radiate in the given LTE frequency bands and provide proper assessments
of all the antenna elements. The designed structures, matching network with
monopole antenna and all the simulated results, have been performed using
educational license 3D electromagnetic simulation software known as CST
Microwave studio software, which permits the simulation and analysis of high
frequency components such as antenna [47]. More so, the analyses of simulated
results for different LTE single antenna are presented in section 5.5.
5.1. Specifications
In this section, the three proposed single antenna types are designed and studied over
the required LTE frequency bands. The antenna platform showing the rectangular
ground plane (length gL, width gW and thickness gT) with the substrate which is
common configuration for the entire single mobile antenna designs is depicted in
Figure 5.1. The specification for ground plane size is 110 mm x 55 mm which is
made of copper with thickness of 1 mm. This dimension of the ground plane is
applicable in mobile handsets. The chosen material for the substrate is Rohacell 31
HF, whose electrical properties are almost equal to dry air. The relative permittivity
for this substrate is 1 with loss tangent of 0.0002 at 2.5 GHz and its thickness is 5
mm. Ground plane clearance (indicated as Cg) of 8 mm is available for the design
and the chosen antenna height has been restrained to 5 mm accordingly.
The single antennas would be designed to operate at the LTE frequency band 3
(1.710–1.880 GHz) band 20 (0.791-0.862 GHz) respectively. Available bands with
their various frequency ranges are illustrated in Table 5.1. These bands belong to
FDD duplex mode, meaning there is a need for pair bands in uplink and downlink.
The band 3 would be designed to cover frequencies in Western Europe location and
the band 20 would be designed as well to cover the frequencies that are used in
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) locations. In this thesis, the antennas have
been chosen to be fed through a discrete port that lies between the ground plane and
the feed pin of the antennas. Lastly, the specification for the reflection coefficient is
taken at pre-defined level of – 6 dB for the frequency bands.
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Figure 5.1: Platform for the LTE antennas
Table: 5.1. Specifications for mobile terminal antennas
Operational specifications
Band

3
20

Frequency range [MHz]

Frequency
band
DC1800
Europe 800 EDD

Uplink

Downlink

1710–1785

1805–1880

S11 max
value

-6 dB

Mechanical specifications [Unit: mm]
Antenna
height
6

Ground clearance area
8x5

Ground
plane size
110x55x1

5.2. Monopole antennas
Two monopole antenna structures (HB monopole and LB monopole) have been
designed for each of the frequency band. The HB monopole antenna is designed to
operate in frequency band 3 (1.710–1.880 GHz) while the LB monopole antenna is
designed to operate in frequency band 20 (0.791-0.862 GHz). Matching circuit is
only considered for the LB monopole antenna and the detailed structure for the
radiators are presented in the subsequent sections.
5.2.1. High band monopole antenna
The radiator for HB monopole antenna structure is depicted in Figure 5.2. The
monopole structure is constructed on the edge of the ground plane that takes the form
of L shape antenna in order to be incorporated into the limited spaced mobile device.
The detailed dimension of the radiator is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The total length of
HB monopole is the sum of height H, L1 and L2, although a fixed value has been
given for the height H and the common clearance (Cg). By varying parameter L2, the
resonant frequency of the antenna can be tuned to the required band without any
need for matching circuit.
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Figure 5.2 HB monopole antenna structure.

Figure 5.3 Radiator dimensions of HB monopole antenna (Unit: mm).

5.2.2. Low band monopole antenna
The second monopole antenna structure is depicted in Figure 5.4. The structure is
also constructed on the edge of the ground plane and it takes the form of folded
shape. Like the HB monopole structure antenna above, the LB monopole structure
has no ground plane directly below the antenna element as a result of the given
ground clearance (Cg). The total length of the LB monopole is the sum of H, La, Lb
and Lc. By increasing or decreasing the lengths, the resonant frequency of the
antenna can conveniently be tuned to the required band and matching circuit that
composed of shunt inductor with inductance of 15 nH was used to achieve matching
at 0.826 GHz. Figure 5.5 shows the radiator dimension of the antenna and Figure 5.6
illustrate the matching circuit for the antenna.

Figure 5.4 LB monopole antenna.

Figure 5.5 Radiator dimension of LB monopole antenna (Unit: mm).
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Figure 5.6 Matching circuit for LB monopole antenna.

5.3. Planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA)
Two different radiators for the PIFA structure will be considered in this section. The
first PIFA is denoted as HB PIFA and is designed to operate in LTE frequency band
3. Likewise the second PIFA antenna is denoted as LB PIFA and is specifically
designed to operate in LTE frequency band 20.
5.3.1. High band PIFA antenna
Figure 5.7 shows the radiator of the simple HB PIFA antenna structure. In this case,
the horizontal element wire of the previous monopole antenna is replaced with patch,
purposely for obtaining wider bandwidth. It is self-resonating antenna at the
operating frequency. As a result, it reduces in both cost and losses incurred from the
matching circuit and all these characteristics make the antenna practically suitable for
the current mobile handset devices. This HB antenna structure is first tuned by
adjusting both the length (L) and the width (W) for the radiator to operate in required
frequency band 3. From Figure 5.7, the radiator length plus its width is
approximately equal the quarter wavelength at the frequency of operation.
Subsequently, the antenna was matched at resonant frequency 1.795 GHz by
adjusting the distance between the ground strip and the feed point (S). This
bandwidth can be adjusted by varying parameter height (H); however, the height has
been set to a pre-determined value and the common ground clearance. Overall, the
electrical properties of this antenna can be influenced by varying the radiator height,
the horizontal length and S as would be shown in section 5.5.2, especially for S
variation and ground plane dimension variation which largely contribute to its
bandwidth. Note that the same argument of the ground variation is also applicable to
PIFA and monopole antennas.

Figure 5.7 High band PIFA antenna.
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5.3.2. Low band PIFA antenna
The radiator of LB PIFA antenna structure is depicted in Figure 5.8. This antenna
possess the same attributes of HB PIFA except the physical difference between their
patch size (L and W) and the area the patch covered when it being placed above the
ground plane at with fixed height. The detailed dimension of the radiator is depicted
in Figure 5.9. The radiator is first tuned to operate in the LTE frequency band 20 and
then impedance matched at resonant frequency by tuning the distance between the
ground strip and the feed point (S), similar to Figure 5.7 above.

Figure 5.8 Low band PIFA antenna.

Figure 5.9 Radiator dimensions of low band PIFA antenna (Unit: mm).
5.4. Loop antenna
Two different radiators for the loop antenna structures (HB band and LB loop) will
be illustrated in this section. The HB loop is designed to operate in LTE frequency
band 3, while the LB loop is designed to operate in LTE frequency band 20
accordingly. The LB loop structure has been placed in different positions on the
ground plane with same feed position, purposely to see the effect of different
configurations of single antenna on mobile terminal ground plane.
5.4.1. High band loop antenna
Shown in Figure 5.10 is the radiator of the HB loop antenna structure. This structure
has no direct ground plane below it and one end of the loop is connected to the
ground plane while the other end is used as the feeding point. The radiator was made
to resonate at the desired resonant frequency of 1.795 GHz by varying the length of
the length of the loop wires, similar to the case of monopole antennas. The detailed
radiator dimension is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10 HB loop antenna.

Figure 5.11 Radiator of HB loop antenna (Unit: mm).

5.4.2. Low band loop antenna
Figure 5.12-13 shows the radiator of the meander loop antenna structures. The loop
is meandered purposely to occupied small volume with increased electrical length.
This loop structures has two ends where the first end is connected to the ground
plane while the second end functions as feeding point just like the case of HB loop.
Figure 5.14 shows the dimensions of the radiator. By varying the meander lines, the
radiator was made to resonate at the operating frequency of 0.826 GHz. Similar to its
previous counterpart monopole antenna structures, the meander loop antenna do not
have direct ground plane underneath which allowed it to be better matched at the
desired resonant frequency.

Figure 5.12 LB loop antenna with front placement.

Figure 5.13 LB loop antenna with perpendicular placement.

Figure 5.14 Radiator dimensions of LB loop antenna (Unit: mm).
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5.5. Simulation results and comparison between different mobile antennas
The simulated results which were performed using CST Microwave studio software
are presented in this section with the aim to analyze the differences between the
different antenna types based on some antenna parameters such as bandwidth,
realized gain, total efficiency, and 2D radiation pattern in free space.
5.5.1. High and low band monopole antennas
The two monopole antennas (LB and HB monopoles) were simulated in order to
study the behavior of the antennas. The two major parameters that can be varied to
determine the performance of reflection coefficient is the length and height (i.e. the
distance between the antenna and the ground plane). Shown in Figure 5.15-16 are the
results of these parameter variations. When both the length (L2) and height (H) are
varied at the same time, the bandwidth of monopole antennas can be varied. Since
the parameter height has been set to a pre-determined value of 5 mm, the only option
is the variation of the length. As noticed from the simulation result, by increasing the
length L2, the resonant frequency decreases and less S11 values is achieved, while
opposite is the case when L2 decreases. As mentioned earlier, better S11 was
obtained for LB monopole with lumped element. With this information in mind, HB
and LB monopole were designed to cover the given frequency band with better
matching at the resonant frequencies. The simulated S11 for HB and LB monopole
radiators are plotted in Figure 5.17. From the plots it shows that both the designed
antenna structures satisfied the given -6 dB impedance matching specification at the
desired resonant frequency. The frequency range of HB monopole is from 1.669
GHz to 1.967 GHz at the reflection coefficient (S11) of -6 dB and has bandwidth of
298 MHz. For the LB monopole, the frequency range is from 0.773 GHz to 0.869
GHz and produced bandwidth of 96 MHz which is much lower than the
corresponding HB monopole. This is as a result of the different antenna element
sizes and the ground plane effect which acts as the main radiator for the LB antenna.
In other words, the antenna size is a function of antenna bandwidth. Therefore, the
achieved bandwidths satisfy the requirements for the LTE band 3 and LTE band 20
accordingly. It can be observed that the S11 of LB monopole is about 17 dB higher
than that of HB monopole. This can be accounted for with the use of shunt inductor
in LB monopole structure shown in Figure 5.4, which was varied to yield possible
best impedance matching.
More so, the 2D free space radiation pattern for both HB and LB monopoles taken
at each desired operating frequency of 0.826 GHz and 1.795 GHz are shown in
Appendices 1.1. As seen, the LB monopole has a uniformly omnidirectional
radiation pattern at 0.826 GHz in both x-y plane (theta = 90) and x-z plane (phi = 90)
which is similar to that of a half-wave dipole. On the other hand, the pattern is
directional along the x-z plane (phi = 0) for HB monopole at 1.795 GHz.
In Figure 5.18-19, the surface current distributions are presented for the monopole
antenna elements at 0.826 GHz and 1.795 GHz respectively. The current
distributions illustrated that more current are induced on the ground plane of LB
monopole as compared to the minimized current on the ground plane of HB
monopole structure. The simulated current distribution variation on the ground plane
of both the HB and LB monopoles corresponds to the theory, as explained in section
3.5. In Chapter 6 where MIMO antenna designs are performed and evaluated, it
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would be interesting to see how this phenomenon affect mutual coupling, total
efficiency and ECC results for two antenna systems operating in LTE band 20. The
same scenario can be seen in PIFA and loop antenna structure current distribution as
well. The consequence of large current distribution on the ground plane in case of LB
antenna elements is that strong coupling would exist between the antenna elements
and the ground plane. Hence it would deteriorate the overall performance of the
MIMO antenna system when it is being used for the design of two antenna systems
as illustrated in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.15 Simulated reflection coefficients as a function of frequency and length at
constant height.

Figure 5.16 Simulated reflection coefficients as a function of frequency and height at
constant length.
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Figure 5.17 Simulated reflection coefficients of LB and HB monopoles.

Figure 5.18 Simulated surface current distribution of high band monopole antenna at
1.795 GHz.

Figure 5.19 Simulated surface current distribution for low band monopole antenna at
0.826 GHz.

5.5.2. High and low band PIFA antennas
The parameters of the PIFA antenna elements that contribute to the performance of
reflection coefficient are the width W, length L, height H and the distance between
the ground pin and the feed pint (S) as mentioned earlier. The variation of S when the
remaining parameters are fixed is given in Figure 5.20. The simulation results
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revealed that as the ground pin is moving gradually from the feed point, it is
observed that better reflection coefficient can be obtained. On the other hand, the
parameter L and W can be used to increase or decrease the resonant frequency to the
desired bands.
Shown in Figure 5.21 is the simulated reflection coefficient (S11) plot for PIFA
radiator structures. It can be observed that both PIFAs fulfilled the given requirement
of S11 value of -6 dB. Suffice it to say, that at S11 value of -6 dB, bandwidth of 214
MHz is achieved for HB PIFA and 92 MHz for LB PIFA respectively. The ground
plane dimensions (Length gL and width gW) are varied separately at constant
thickness of 1 mm in order to further gain insight into the bandwidth properties of the
PIFAs as illustrated in Figure 5.22. It is observed that bandwidth, gain and radiation
pattern all are strongly dependent on the size of the ground plane. Consequently, the
higher the size of ground plane, the wider the PIFA antenna’s bandwidth. When
compared PIFA antenna’s bandwidth and the S11 with that of monopole antennas, it
is noticed that HB monopole bandwidth is wider than that of HB PIFA. The same
trend was seen in low band where LB monopole has wider bandwidth that LB PIFA.
There is not much difference between the S11 of both HB antennas, while the
lumped element used with LB monopole improve its matching which made it better
than LB PIFA antenna.
More so, the effect of surface current distribution is studied to verify its impact on
antenna performance. Figure 23-24 depict the current distribution induced by HB
PIFA and LB PIFA on the ground plane at 1.795 GHz and 0.826GHz respectively.
The results revealed that there are considerable amount of surface currents on the
ground plane of LB PIFA than the corresponding HB PIFA. This implies that LB
PIFA is more coupled to the ground plane than that of HB PIFA and that the ground
plane is the main radiator for the LB PIFA.
The 2D free space radiation patterns for both HB and LB PIFAs taken at their
respective operating frequencies (1.795 GHz and 0.826 GHz) are illustrated in
Appendices 1.2. Similar to LB monopole patterns, it is observed that the LB PIFA
has almost omnidirectional patterns in both x-y plane (theta = 90) and x-z plane (phi
= 0) which looks much like that of a half-wave dipole. Likewise for the HB PIFA, its
pattern is directional along x-z plane (phi = 0).

Figure 5.20 Simulated reflection confections and the distance between the ground pin
and feed point (S).
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Figure 5.21 Simulated reflection coefficient of LB and HB band PIFAs.

Figure 5.22 Simulated S11 in LB and HB PIFAs when the ground plane length (gL)
and width (gW) are varied separately (at fixed ground plane thickness of 1 mm).

Figure 5.23 Simulated surface current distribution for HB PIFA at 1.795 GHz.
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Figure 5.24 Simulated surface current distribution for LB PIFA at 0.826 GHz.

5.5.3. High and low band loop antennas
In the case of loop antennas, the variations of the parameters are similar to the
monopole and PIFA antennas mentioned above. The lengths of the loop wire can be
increase or decrease to resonate at the desired frequency. Like the case of PIFA, the
distance between the feed point and ground pin of the loop antennas account for the
matching of the antennas. More so, the bandwidth can be varied with the ground
plane dimensions as well as the height H which is common for all the different
antenna types.
Figure 5.25 shows the simulated reflection coefficient for the radiators of both
loop antennas. From the simulated results, it can be seen that the S11 values fulfilled
the given specification of -6dB in all the frequency bands. At this reflection
coefficient level, the bandwidth of 266 MHz was achieved for the HB loop and 97
MHz for that of LB loop. Simulation results confirmed that HB loop has better
bandwidth than PIFA and less to that of HB monopole, while the LB loop bandwidth
is wider than the remaining LB PIFA and monopole. The simulation results also
revealed that HB loop has better matching than HB PIFA and monopole, while LB
loop bandwidth is less than LB PIFA and monopole.
The two configuration of LB loop antenna shown in Figure 5.12-13 in section
5.4.2 has been simulated and the simulated results for S11 are given in Figure 5.26.
The results confirmed that the antenna located at the top of ground plane (as
indicated in this thesis) has better matching than when the antenna is placed at the
perpendicular side of the ground plane when the feed are located at the corner of the
ground plane.
The surface current distribution for HB and LB loop structures at operating
frequencies are illustrated in Figure 5.27-28. It can be seen that more current are
induced on the ground plane for the LB loop as compared to the HB loop. When
compare to the PIFA surface current distribution case, it is observed that more
current are concentrated on the feed of HB PIFA than that of HB loop. The same
trend can be seen in the LB antennas where more current are induced on the ground
plane of LB PIFA than that of both LB loop and monopole. This observation
indicates that different antenna types coupled differently to the ground plane. By the
same token, the variation in the bandwidth properties of different antenna types can
also be explained by this phenomenon.
Lastly, the 2D simulated radiation pattern of both HB and LB loop at operating
frequency are given in Appendices 1.3. The achieved results show that radiation
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pattern for the HB is directional along the x-z plane (phi = 0) while the pattern of the
LB loop is omnidirectional along both x-y plane (theta = 90) and x-z plane (phi = 0),
which is similar to the previous monopole and PIFA cases. Summarized simulation
results for all the different mobile terminal types described in this thesis are shown in
Table 5.2.

Figure 5.25 Simulated reflection coefficient of high and low band loop antenna

Figure 5.26 Simulated reflection coefficients of the two configurations of loop
antenna structures on the ground plane.

Figure 5.27 Simulated surface current for low band loop antenna at 0.826 GHz.
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Figure 5.28 Simulated surface current for high band loop antenna at 1.795 GHz.
Table 5.2 Summarized simulation results for different mobile terminal types
Antenna
types

Bandwidth
MHz

S11
(dB)

Realized
Gain
(dB)

Radiation
efficiency
(dB)

Total
efficiency
(dB)

HB monopole

298

-10.07

3.50

-0.03

-0.48

LB monopole

96

-31.30

1.96

-0.29

-0.34

HB PIFA

214

-10.01

3.88

-0.04

-0.50

LB PIFA

92

-28.30

2.27

-0.05

-0.06

HB loop

266

-14.21

3.76

-0.01

-0.18

LB loop

97

-20.30

2.26

-0.08

-0.19
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6. STUDY OF MIMO ANTENNA SYSTEMS
The MIMO antenna system design with different configurations of single antenna
structures on the side of ground plane are studied in this chapter. The shapes and the
analysis of each single antenna design have been given in chapter 5. Impacts of
different antenna types and variation of their structures on amount of ECC between
two antennas are further investigated for the best performance of MIMO antenna
system.
6.1. Specifications
The given specification for MIMO antenna configurations are listed in table 6.1.The
allowable mutual coupling value should be around -15dB. Like the single antenna
structures, the reflection coefficient value for the MIMO antenna is placed at -6dB.
As given in this thesis, the acceptable ECC value for LTE 20 band antennas should
be less than 0.5 and the corresponding ECC value for LTE 3 band antennas should be
less than 0.3.
Table 6.1 MIMO antenna specifications
Operational specifications of MIMO antenna configuration
Frequency range [MHz]
Band

Frequency
band
Uplink

Downlink

1805–1880

3

DC1800

1710–1785
832–862

20

Europe
800 EDD

791–821

S11 max S21 (dB)
value

ECC

< 0.3
-6dB

~-15dB

<0.5

6.2. MIMO antenna system configurations
The configuration of MIMO antennas are investigated with all the different types of
antenna designed structures (PIFAs, monopoles and loops). The given positions and
orientations of the antennas on the ground plane are shown in Figure 6.1. The
respective corners of the ground plane have been chosen for the placement of the
antennas, because it is believed that the electric field is optimal at these positions. In
addition, the locations provide the maximum spacing between the antennas which
would correspond to the minimum mutual coupling between the antenna elements.
All the possible combinations between the antenna designed structures are
performed with these configurations so as to determine the best antenna structure
configuration that would be suitable for MIMO antenna system performance.
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Figure 6.1. Configurations of the two antennas mounted on ground plane. Main
antenna is placed at the bottom and MIMO antenna (1) is located parallel at the top
with feed on the same side of the ground plane as the bottom antenna (2) is located
parallel at the top with feed on the opposite side of the ground plane to that of bottom
antenna (3) is placed perpendicularly at the top with feed positioned on the same side
of the ground as the bottom antenna (4) is located perpendicularly at the top with
feed positioned on the opposite side of the ground to that of bottom antenna.
6.3. Configuration for two antenna systems design cases
The two antenna design cases have been investigated in this section. Four different
case studies made of similar and dissimilar two antenna systems were implemented
by using different configuration models given in Figure 6.1. All the designed
structures and the simulated results have been performed using MWS CST as
explained in chapter 5. Each of the single antennas structure designs has been
maintained with similar specifications for the ground plane and substrate as given in
chapter 5. The aim of all the configuration case studies is to compare and investigate
how each of the antenna combinations influence or affect the MIMO system
performance. The performance has been determined by applying metric analysis such
as ECC, scattering parameters, mutual coupling and total efficiency. In this thesis
the ECC values have been considered at the worst cases, the total efficiency is the
average value over the bands, reflection coefficient has been set to -6 dB, and the
mutual coupling has been selected at the center frequencies,
(1.795 GHz for the
HB antennas and 0.826 GHz for LB antennas), although the analysis would cover the
required frequency band. Lastly, the two antenna structures mounted on the ground
plane were designed to cover the same frequency bands; LB (791 MHz to 862 MHz)
and HB (1710 MHz to 1880 MHz) respectively.
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6.3.1. Configuration case study 1
In this case study, twelve different combinations of single antenna types comprise of
PIFA-PIFA-HB, loop-loop-HB, monopole-monopole-HB, PIFA-monopole-HB,
PIFA-loop-HB, monopole-loop-HB (and similar for LB two antenna combinations)
are implemented using configuration 1. The aim is to compare and study how each of
the antenna combinations influence or affect the MIMO system performance.
Figure 6.2 illustrates two shunt inductors used for matching network during the
simulation of the monopole-monopole-LB. The lumped elements are tuned to a fixed
inductance value of 15nH each in all the four configurations for better matching and
easy comparison.
All the antenna combinations for this particular case study were simulated and the
simulated S-parameter responses as a function of frequency are plotted in Figure 6.3,
6.6 and 6.7. It can be observed that all the antenna element combinations fulfilled the
given specification for S11 of -6dB and the bandwidths are wide enough to cover the
LTE frequency band 20 and band 3 respectively. In Figure 6.3, it can be seen that,
for the HB two antenna systems, PIFA-PIFA-HB has the best matching performance
characteristic than loop-loop-HB and monopole-monopole-HB, while in the case of
LB two antenna systems, PIFA-PIFA-LB and loop-loop-LB revealed better matching
than monopole-monopole-LB. Although better matching performance can be
achieved for monopole-monopole-LB, but the bandwidth is trade-off. Since S11 and
S22 are similar in case of similar antenna combinations, S22 plots are neglected in
Figure 6.3, whereas major difference can be shown in Figure 6.6 and 6.7 for
dissimilar antenna combinations. It can further be seen that mutual coupling (S21)
value of better than -15 dB (over the frequency band) was obtained for the HB
antenna elements whether similar or dissimilar antenna combinations are used.
However, the specification is not met for LB antenna elements. This is owing to the
short distance (in terms of wavelength) between the antennas and strong coupling
that exist between the antennas and the ground. Apparently this observation complies
with the theory as explained in chapter 4. It can be pointed out that no significant
difference can be observed, from the plots over the frequency band, between the S21
values of all the similar LB two antenna combinations. No improvement was
achieved even with dissimilar two antenna combinations.
The simulated results for total antenna efficiency for both LB and HB antenna
combinations are plotted in Figure 6.4 and 6.8, likewise the ECC plots are given in
Figure 6.5 and 6.9. As seen from the plots and table 6.2, the ECC and the total
efficiency have better performance in all the HB antenna combinations. The results
were expected, since the current induced on the ground plane is minimal for each
antenna, as revealed in chapter 5. On the other hand, the ECC values are always
higher in the LB antenna combinations, again as expected, due to low spacing
between antenna elements which are smaller than half wavelength and also from the
large induced current of the each antenna on ground plane as explained in chapter 5.
The HB two antennas case met the given specification of ECC value of less than 0.3
over the frequency band. Conversely, the LB antenna combinations did not fulfilled
the ECC specification of less than 0.5 except for the PIFA and loop combinations
with ECC of 0.48. The considerable high total efficiency obtained for the LB
antennas is as a result of high mutual coupling between the antennas.
In order to gain further insights into the performance of two antenna systems
using this particular configuration, the 2 dimensional radiation patterns and the
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surface current distribution for the two antenna combination case are examined with
their plots given in Appendices 4, 5 and 8. It is revealed that the simulated free space
radiation pattern for the LB antennas exhibited similar radiation patterns. In the case
of HB antennas, the patterns are more directional along the x-z plane. On the other
hand, it is almost omnidirectional along both x-y and x-z plane for LB antennas. As
for the surface current distribution, it is noticed from the vicinity of each ports that
both LB monopole antenna elements strongly induced currents on the ground plane
which acts as the main radiating element for the two antenna systems. Similar effect
is observed for all the remaining LB antenna elements in this case study. This
phenomenon accounts for the poor MIMO system performance in all two antenna
combinations by exhibiting high mutual coupling that led to low total efficiency and
consequently high ECC values.
It can be concluded from ECC point of view that all the HB two antenna
combinations show excellent MIMO system performance as compared to the poor
performance (as a result of high ECC values) obtained for all the LB two antenna
combinations. In addition, the simulation results revealed that no noticeable
improvement was made with dissimilar two antenna systems over similar two
antenna systems in this case study.

Figure 6.2 Matching network with two shunt inductors used in monopole-monopoleLB antenna system.

Figure 6.3 Simulated S-parameters of similar combinations of two antenna systems
for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.
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Figure 6.4 Simulated total antenna efficiency of similar combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.

Figure 6.5 Simulated ECC of same two antenna systems for loop, monopole and
PIFA antennas using configuration 1.

Figure 6.6 Simulated reflection coefficients of different combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.
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Figure 6.7 Simulated mutual coupling of different combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.

Figure 6.8 Simulated total antenna efficiency of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.

Figure 6.9 Simulated ECC of different combinations of two antenna systems for
loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 1.
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6.3.2. Configuration case study 2
In this sub-section, study were made using configuration 2 which means that one
antenna is placed at the bottom of ground plane and the second antenna is located
parallel at the top with opposite feed. Similar to configuration case study 1, twelve
different two antenna combinations made from the three antenna types were
implemented and investigated for MIMO system performance.
The simulated scattering parameters for this particular case study are plotted in
Figure 6.10, 13 and 14. It can be seen from the plots that all the antenna element
combinations fulfilled the given specification for reflection coefficient of -6dB.
Significant difference can be observed from the S21 values in Figure 14, especially
in the HB antenna combinations, when compared with configuration case study 1 in
Figure 6.7. The mutual coupling increases by at least 7 dB in the LB two antenna
systems, while significant difference is not noticed in the LB two antenna systems
using this configuration. However, the S21 did not fulfill the specification of -15 dB.
This can be explained as the distance between the antennas is short (in terms of
wavelength) and largely on the antennas induced current on ground plane in different
orientations Thus an improvement is needed to avoid cross-talk between the antenna
elements.
The ECC simulated results for both HB and LB antenna elements are plotted in
Figure 6.12 and14. As can be observed, ECC of less than 0.05 was achieved for HB
antennas which fulfilled the ECC of less than 0.3. On the other hand, the ECC values
for the LB two antenna systems did not meet the given specification of ECC less than
0.5. Figure 6.11 and 15 shows the total efficiency results graph for both HB and LB
two antenna systems which are relatively similar to the configuration case study 1
results. Overall, no noticeable improvement was achieved with this configuration
over configuration 1.
In comparison to configuration case study 1, significant difference is not noticed
in the behavior of radiation patterns and the surface current distributions in all the
two antenna combinations for this case study. Therefore, the same argument also
accounts for the poor MIMO systems performance most especially for the LB
antenna systems. It is owing to the fact that the two antenna elements induced large
currents on the same ground plane which yield strong mutual coupling between the
two antenna systems. This effect deteriorates the total efficiency and consequently
degrades the ECC performance. The same phenomenon also gives rise to similar
radiation pattern realized for this case study as observed from the simulation.
In conclusion, all the HB antenna systems exhibited low ECC values which can
lead to good MIMO system performance. However, all the LB antenna combinations
have high ECC values. Similar to configuration case study 1, there are no observable
benefits of using dissimilar two antenna systems over the similar two antenna
systems. More so, when two antennas are located such that one antenna is placed at
the bottom and the second antenna is placed parallel at the top (as indicated in this
thesis), configuration 1 as shown in Figure 6.1 (1) (when the MIMO antenna is
located parallel at the top with feed on the same side of the ground plane as the
bottom antenna) is a better choice since all the HB two antenna systems fulfilled the
specifications for both ECC and S21.
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Figure 6.10 Simulated S-parameters of similar combinations of two antenna systems
for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.

Figure 6.11 Simulated total antenna efficiency of similar combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.

Figure 6.12 Simulated ECC of similar combinations of two antenna systems for loop,
monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.
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Figure 6.13 Simulated reflection coefficients of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.

Figure 14 Simulated mutual coupling of different combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.

Figure 6.15 Simulated total antenna efficiency of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.
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Figure 6.16 Simulated ECC of different combinations of two antenna systems for
loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 2.
6.3.3. Configuration case study 3
This case study embarked on the study of two antenna systems by employing
configuration 3, where one antenna is placed at the bottom of ground plane and the
second antenna is mounted perpendicularly at the top with feed located on the same
side of the ground plane as shown in Figure 6.1 (3). The simulated scattering
parameter plots are shown in Figure 17, 20 and 21 for both HB and LB antenna
combinations. It can be seen that the mutual coupling of better than -16 dB was
achieved for HB antennas, which fulfilled the given specification. By comparing this
S21 values with case study 2, significant improvement was obtained. On the other
hand, the mutual coupling of LB antennas is considerably high, although it is
relatively better than the previous case studies. Improvement is still needed for the
mutual coupling to fulfill the given specification of around -15 dB for the LB two
antenna systems.
The simulated total antenna efficiency plots for LB and HB two antenna systems
are given in Figure 6.18 and 6.22. Likewise ECC plots for both HB and LB antenna
combinations are given in Figure 6.19 and 23 respectively. It can be observed that all
the antenna combinations (both similar and dissimilar antenna combinations)
fulfilled the given specification for ECC value of less than 0.3 for HB two antenna
systems and less than 0.5 for LB two antenna systems over the entire frequency
bands.
In order to justify the better performance obtained for this case study compare to
the worst performance in the configuration case study 1, most especially for the LB
two antenna systems, further studies is also made on the radiation pattern and the
surface current distribution. The simulated 2D radiation patterns in free space and the
surface current distribution plots for this particular case study are illustrated in
Appendices 6, 7 and 9. It is noticed that the two antenna systems exhibited different
radiation patterns and hence pattern diversity is achieved. As for the surface current
distribution in Figure 9.1-9.4, it is observed that the two antennas induced currents
on the ground plane differently. More current is excited at the feed of MIMO (top
placement) antenna than the main (bottom placement) antenna. The reduced current
helps to mitigate the mutual coupling between the two antennas. At least an
improvement of 9% of total efficiency was achieved for the similar two antenna
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combinations when compared with case study 1. This phenomenon likewise accounts
for different radiation patterns and overall, better MIMO system is achieved as
compared to all the three remaining case studies.
Further study was carried out by varying the parameters of the antennas and sees
the effect on the MIMO system performance. The variation that was considered was
the feed point of the MIMO antenna (antenna located perpendicularly at the top).
When the feed of the MIMO antenna is shifted from the corner position and move
towards point, a, as shown in Figure 6.1 (3) configuration. The simulation results of
the study are illustrated in Figure 6.24-25. From the plots, ECC of better than 0.2 and
S21 of less than -10 dB were obtained for the LB loop antenna elements. However,
the trade-off is the poor radiation performance of the antenna structure. More so, the
effect on HB antenna elements is that the resonant frequency of the second antenna
was shifted away, towards the right, and the S21 increases by 11 dB.
It can be concluded that all the HB antenna combinations exhibited low ECC
values which can contribute to the better performance of MIMO system. Likewise all
the LB antenna combinations showed low values of ECC which can lead to good
MIMO system performance. More so, loop-loop-LB (combinations of loop antennas
at the low band), and PIFA-loop-LB (combinations of PIFA and loop antennas at the
low band) have the lowest ECC values among all the LB two antenna systems.
Hence, the better MIMO system performance (from the ECC point of view) for this
case study is more attractive in the implementation of two antenna systems for
mobile terminal applications.

Figure 6.17 Simulated S-parameters of similar combinations of two antenna systems
for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.
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Figure 6.18 Simulated total antenna efficiency of similar combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.

Figure 6.19 Simulated ECC of similar combinations of two antenna systems for loop,
monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.

Figure 6.20 Simulated reflection coefficients of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.
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Figure 6.21 Simulated mutual coupling of different combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.

Figure 6.22 Simulated total antenna efficiency of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.

Figure 6.23 Simulated ECC of different combinations of two antenna systems for
loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 3.
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Figure 6.24 Simulated S-parameters for loop-loop-LB, when the feed of the second
perpendicular antenna is switched to the other edge of the antenna which is closer to
the bottom antenna.

Figure 6.25 Simulated ECC for loop-loop-LB, when the feed of the second
perpendicular antenna is switched to the other edge of the antenna which is closer to
the bottom antenna.

6.3.4. Configuration case study 4
In this last cast study, the MIMO system performance is evaluated when two antenna
systems are located on the ground plane by using configuration 4 shown in Figure
6.1 (4), where the main antenna is located at the bottom of ground plane and the
MIMO antenna is perpendicularly placed at the top with its feed opposite that of
main antenna.
Figure 6.26, 29 and 30 illustrate the reflection coefficients and the mutual coupling
plots for HB and LB antenna combinations. In Figure 6.26, both the reflection
coefficient and mutual coupling are plotted together for similar antenna
combinations, while the plots are separate for dissimilar antenna combinations for
clarity. As seen from the plots and table 6.2, the value S21 for the HB antennas have
depreciated when compared with configuration case study 3. It can be observed that
the S21 have increased by approximately 9 dB. However, the given specification is
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not met. The same trend was observed in the case of LB antenna systems, although
the difference was slightly different and specification is not fulfilled as well.
The total antenna efficiency plots are given in Figure 6.27 and 31. Likewise the
ECC plots are given in Figure 6.28 and 6.32. As expected, the HB antennas, as usual
for all the four case studies, always fulfilled the given specification of ECC value
less than 0.3. The reason is owing to their small size (in terms of wavelength) and the
distance between them is longer than half wavelength. On the other hand, none of
the similar LB antenna combinations fulfilled the given specification of ECC value
less 0.5. But for the case of dissimilar LB antenna combinations, it is only PIFAloop-LB antenna system that met the specification.
In summary, all the HB antennas show good MIMO performance (from ECC point
of view) and it is only PIFA-loop-LB antenna system that exhibited low ECC value
as compared to the other LB two antenna combinations.

Figure 6.26 Simulated S-parameters of similar combinations of two antenna systems
for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.

Figure 6.27 Simulated total antenna efficiency of similar combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.
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Figure 6.28 Simulated ECC of similar combinations of two antenna systems for loop,
monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.

Figure 6.29 Simulated reflection coefficients of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.

Figure 6.30 Simulated mutual coupling of different combinations of two antenna
systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.
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Figure 6.31 Simulated total antenna efficiency of different combinations of two
antenna systems for loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.

Figure 6.32. Simulated ECC of different combinations of two antenna systems for
loop, monopole and PIFA antennas using configuration 4.
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6.4. Summarized simulated results for all the configuration case studies
In this sub-section, all the simulated results of two antenna systems are given in table
6.2-6.5 for more clarity and easy comparison among the four configuration case
studies.
Table 6.2. Summary results of two-antenna system design using configuration 1
Configuration case study 1
Main and MIMO antenna locations
worst S21 (dB) at
on the ground plane
case
ECC
Main
MIMO antenna at
antenna at
the top with same
the bottom
feed point position
Similar two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB PIFA
HB Loop
HB Loop
HB Monopole
HB Monopole
LB PIFA
LB PIFA
LB Loop
LB Loop
LB Monopole
LB Monopole
Different two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB Monopole
HB PIFA
HB Loop
HB Monopole
HB Loop
LB PIFA
LB Monopole
LB PIFA
LB Loop
LB Monopole
LB Loop

(Average values)
Total efficiency
(dB)
Port 1
Port2

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.72
0.74
0.85

-16.85
-19.82
-20.35
-2.76
-3.03
-3.80

-0.33
-0.60
-0.46
-3.80
-4.00
-4.44

-0.33
-0.60
-0.46
-3.80
-4.00
-4.44

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.82
0.78
0.82

-18.62
-19.83
-20.36
-3.58
-3.19
-3.30

-0.33
-0.33
-0.46
-3.30
-3.90
-3.87

-0.46
-0.60
-0.60
-3.80
-3.60
-3.40
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Table 6.3. Summary results of two-antenna system design using configuration 2
Configuration case study 2
Main and MIMO antenna locations
worst S21 (dB) at (Average values)
on ground plane
case
Total efficiency
ECC
(dB)
Main
MIMO antenna at
Port 1
Port2
antenna at
the top with opposite
the bottom
feed point position
Similar two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB PIFA
0.03
-9.51
-0.71
-0.71
HB Loop
HB Loop
0.07
-10.36
-1.02
-1.02
HB Monopole
HB Monopole
0.01
-9.66
-0.71
-0.71
LB PIFA
LB PIFA
0.76
-2.75
-4.00
-4.00
LB Loop
LB Loop
0.77
-3.90
-3.31
-3.31
LB Monopole
LB Monopole
0.73
-3.73
-3.37
-3.37
Different two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB Monopole
0.03
-9.59
-0.71
-0.71
HB PIFA
HB Loop
0.04
-9.84
-0.71
-1.04
HB Monopole
HB Loop
0.04
-9.86
-0.60
-1.02
LB PIFA
LB Monopole
0.75
-3.38
-3.30
-4.00
LB PIFA
LB Loop
0.72
-3.14
-4.10
-4.00
LB Monopole
LB Loop
0.71
-3.30
-3.40
-3.31
Table 6.4. Summary results of two-antenna system design using configuration 3
Configuration case study 3
Main and MIMO antenna locations
worst S21 (dB) at
on the ground plane
case
ECC
Main antenna
MIMO antenna
at the bottom
perpendicularly
positioned at top
right side
Similar two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB PIFA
0.00
-19.81
HB Loop
HB Loop
0.00
-21.92
HB Monopole
HB Monopole
0.00
-21.72
LB PIFA
LB PIFA
0.45
-3.34
LB Loop
LB Loop
0.34
-3.96
LB Monopole
LB Monopole
0.47
-5.04
Different two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB Monopole
0.00
-18.76
HB PIFA
HB Loop
0.00
-19.20
HB Monopole
HB Loop
0.00
-21.68
LB PIFA
LB Monopole
0.48
-4.32
LB PIFA
LB Loop
0.34
-3.42
LB Monopole
LB Loop
0.48
-4.34

(Average values)
Total efficiency
(dB)
Port 1
Port2

-0.30
-0.50
-0.57
-2.90
-2.62
-2.22

-0.30
-0.50
-0.57
-2.90
-2.62
-2.22

-0.32
-0.32
-0.49
-2.52
-2.85
-2.84

-0.30
-0.80
-0.72
-2.80
-3.44
-2.60
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Table 6.5. Summary results of two-antenna system using configuration 4
Configuration case study 4
Main and MIMO antenna locations worst S21 (dB) at
on the ground plane
case
ECC
Main
MIMO antenna
antenna at
perpendicularly
the bottom
positioned at top left
side
Similar two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB PIFA
0.03
-10.10
HB Loop
HB Loop
0.10
-10.52
HB Monopole
HB Monopole
0.01
-9.52
LB PIFA
LB PIFA
0.60
-3.00
LB Loop
LB Loop
0.63
-3.13
LB Monopole
LB Monopole
0.64
-4.01
Different two antenna combinations
HB PIFA
HB Monopole
0.02
-9.52
HB PIFA
HB Loop
0.07
-10.29
HB Monopole
HB Loop
0.03
-9.95
LB PIFA
LB Monopole
0.62
-3.68
LB PIFA
LB Loop
0.48
-2.70
LB Monopole
LB Loop
0.68
-3.53

(Average
values) Total
efficiency (dB)
Port
Port2
1

-0.70
-1.00
-0.71
-3.50
-3.69
-2.80

-0.70
-1.00
-0.70
-3.50
-3.65
-2.80

-0.72
-0.67
-0.60
-2.90
-3.34
-3.60

-0.54
-1.30
-1.31
-4.10
-3.94
-3.00
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7. DISCUSSION
The MIMO system technology is a current research area which can be used in mobile
terminal for the improvement of signal quality and better performance. Previously,
intensive studies have been performed on the application of multiple antennas for
improving the performance of wireless communication systems. With the same
motivation, this thesis topic was provided, specifically to focus on how different
antenna types with different characteristics have impact on the ECC between the two
antenna systems which can contribute to the MIMO system performance. This was
carried out by using different configurations for the placement of the two antenna
systems on ground plane of mobile terminal. These antennas are designed to cover
two LTE bands: band 20 and band 3 respectively.
Three different types of antenna structures (PIFA, monopole and loop antennas)
were proposed and implemented for the design of MIMO antenna system. These
antennas where chosen because they are lightweight, low cost, low profile, and small
size with simple design structures, which are considered suitable for small spaced
mobile terminals. Among the three antenna selections, PIFA and loop antenna
structures have the best single antenna performances than the monopole counterpart
in terms of bandwidth, reflection coefficient, realized gain, radiation and total
efficiencies. The ground clearance of 8mm was considered so that the various
antenna structures would radiate effectively and to equal assessment of all the
antenna performance. The antenna structures have fulfilled the major requirement of
-6 dB reflection coefficient and exhibited wider bandwidths.
Since the main objective of this thesis is to investigate the impact of different
antenna’s characteristics on the MIMO antenna performance by using different
configurations case studies. From all the cases, a total of 48 different two antenna
combinations were performed and simulated accurately so as to determine their
impacts on the MIMO antenna performance. In this thesis, four kinds of
configurations have been considered; the first configuration case is when one antenna
is placed at the bottom of ground plane with feed at the corner and the second
antenna is located parallel at the top with same feed position on the side of the
ground plane as the bottom antenna. The second configuration is similar to the first
case but the second antenna is located parallel at the top with feed on the opposite
side of the ground plane to that of bottom antenna. In the third configuration, one
antenna is located at the bottom of ground plane and the second antenna is placed
perpendicularly at the top with feed positioned on the same side of the ground as the
bottom antenna. The fourth configuration similar to the third but the second antenna
is located perpendicularly at the top with feed positioned on the opposite side of the
ground plane as the bottom antenna. These corner edges of the ground plane were
considered for the implementation of the MIMO antenna systems. The advantage of
using these location is based on some reasons: The first reason is that the corner area
gives the best antenna radiation performance; second reason is that the highest
distance that exhibit the most reduced coupling is at these locations; lastly, since
many components exist inside the mobile handset such as batteries, loudspeakers,
vibrators, and camera, therefore, antenna locations inside the mobile phone is very
important. It is believed that these components have direct effect on the overall
performance of the antenna; hence, the antenna placed at the corners of the ground
plane will have at least less interaction with the components.
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In order to obtain the best MIMO antenna performance, some performance metrics
have to be evaluated and compared in all the two antenna combinations that are
considered for each of the case studies. Firstly, the MIMO antenna must have high
total efficiency and low reflection coefficient at the desired frequencies. Secondly,
mutual coupling between the two antenna systems has to be minimized. Lastly and
most important is the ECC that exist between the signal of the antennas must be very
low i.e. almost uncorrelated. The ECC values obtained at high LTE frequency band 3
was less than 0.2 which met ECC specification of less than 0.3, and those of low
LTE frequency band 20 was less than 0.87 in all the two antenna structure
combinations over the frequency bands. Although some of LTE band 20 antenna
element combinations met the specification of less than 0.5 and some are not.
Noticeable different of mutual coupling and ECC results occurred between the
configurations of the two antennas on the ground plane. Based on the results, the best
two antenna systems occurred when one antenna is placed at the bottom, as described
in this thesis, and the second antenna placed perpendicularly to the top with feed
positioned on the same side of ground plane as the bottom antenna.
Among all the four case studies, worst MIMO system performance was revealed
in configuration case study 1, while case study 3 gave better performance even than
all the remaining case studies. Thus deeper study was made to verify the variation of
MIMO performance by first examined their radiation patterns and then the surface
current distribution on both the antenna and the ground plane for the two antenna
systems. Both the simulated free space 2D radiation patterns and the surface current
distribution for these two case studies are illustrated in Appendices 2-7 for
comparison. For the radiation patterns, it was noticed from the study (particularly for
configuration 1 and 3) that all the HB two antenna systems (similar and dissimilar
two antenna combinations) exhibited directional pattern along the x-z plane (phi = 0).
At the LB two antenna systems for configuration case study 1, similar radiation
patterns were realized which explains the high ECC between the antenna elements
and as a result, the MIMO system performance would be degraded. On the hand,
different radiation patterns were achieved for the LB two antenna systems in
configuration case study 3 i.e. pattern diversity was achieved, which is most suitable
for the LTE MIMO system. For the surface current distribution, it was noticed that
surface current on the main (antenna at the bottom position) antenna of configuration
3 is less when compared with configuration case study 1. This reduction of current
helps to improve the mutual coupling between the two antenna combinations. Since
the total efficiency depends on the mutual coupling, improvement was also noticed,
at least better than 9% for the LB similar two antenna systems. Likewise ECC
improvement was achieved, where reduction from 0.86 worst case for LB monopole
and loop combination in configuration case study 1 to as low as 0.48 in configuration
3.
It was noticed during the simulation of two antenna systems design especially for
low band, that the ECC values were very high with high mutual couplings. More so,
the design of the antenna elements to radiate at the desired frequency was really
challenging, since the distance between the antennas is smaller than half of their
wavelengths, all these features affect or degrade MIMO system performance. It can
be pointed out that the monopole antenna design as either single antenna or twomonopoles or mixed structures of monopole with PIFA or loop, operating in LTE
band 20, showed some level of challenges. Hence, external matching circuit was
applied to give a better matching. Since the ground plane is an effective radiator,
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mostly for all the antennas operating in the lower band, the radiation patterns of the
each MIMO antennas are identical resulting to very high correlation coefficients.
When there is high correlation between the signals of antenna elements, the
MIMO systems performance become deteriorated, as the maximum available
capacity reduces. Mutual coupling between the antenna elements is the major
contribution to the high correlation, therefore it is important to find the means of
reducing the mutual coupling which would not only increase the total efficiency, but
also reduces the correlation between the signals of the two antenna elements. Thus
the first solution would be to reduce the mutual coupling between the MIMO antenna
elements which would yield corresponding increase in total antenna efficiency, high
radiation efficiency and low ECC value. This solution is adequate and much useful
when the MIMO antennas are operating in the high LTE frequency band 3. Whereas
in the case of MIMO antennas operating in the low LTE frequency band 20, the
solution would be to focus directly on the enhancement of total efficiency and the
ECC as a result of the low radiation efficiency. Based on the previous studies in [48],
neutralization line method has been applied within the port of LTE MIMO antennas
to provide reduced coupling. It was equally argued that these methods are applicable
only for very narrow frequency bands and in practice; it would lead to a huge
radiation efficiency reduction. Therefore, in this thesis, as a way to find the solution
to solve these improve mutual coupling and ECC, study was further made on the
variation of the antenna parameters most especially on the low band two loop
antenna combinations using configuration 3. It was noticed from the simulation
results that when the feed of the second perpendicular antenna is switched to the
other edge of the antenna which is closer to the bottom antenna, significant
improvement on ECC was obtained. Similarly, the mutual coupling of better than -10
dB was also achieved. However, the trade-off is the poor radiation performance of
the antenna structure. Better performance of mutual coupling and ECC can still
possibly be achieved if the ground plane current which is induced by the two antenna
systems is altered or by modifying the identical radiation patterns revealed in the low
band antenna systems.
In conclusion, studies in this thesis work have confirmed that PIFA, monopole and
loop antennas are suitable for the MIMO antenna system when implemented on the
ground plane of mobile terminal. When one antenna is located at the bottom of
ground plane with feed at the corner and the second antenna is placed
perpendicularly at the top positioned on the same side of the ground plane as the
bottom antenna, a better MIMO antenna performance is achieved. Not only the total
efficiency becomes high, the mutual coupling is reduced and the ECC— that is
calculated from the far-field using CST microwave studio software—has a low value.
The results confirmed that before the proposed MIMO antenna designs can attain
S21 of less than -15 dB with a better improvement on ECC, the distance between the
two antennas on the common ground plane must be greater than half or even quarter
of their free space wavelength. The results equally ascertained that different antenna
types with different characteristics have different effect on the performance of
MIMO antenna system and two antenna systems with feed at corners of the ground
plane give better performance. It has been also confirmed that when the feed point of
the antenna is located at the corner, better performance of the antennas was achieved.
It was also discovered that the total antenna efficiencies obtained for all the two
antenna combinations operating in the LTE frequency band 20 were relatively low
when compared with the results in the LTE frequency band 3. More so, dissimilar
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two antenna combinations show benefit in configuration 4 most especially for PIFA
and loop combinations.
Lastly, it is equally important to note that this thesis only investigated the MIMO
antenna performance of three proposed antenna structure combinations in terms of
some metric parameters such as ECC, mutual coupling and total antenna efficiency.
The effect of user’s hand and head phantom model on mobile terminals i.e. human
interactions with the mobile devices which is believed to absorb some of the received
or radiated power, altering the resonance frequencies and therefore reducing the total
efficiency and correlation coefficient, has not been considered. Likewise, the
evaluation of the MIMO antennas performance in different propagation
environments has not been evaluated in this thesis work. The results have been based
primarily on simulations using CST microwave studio software. Although all these
aspects mentioned above, would therefore be a potential areas of development in
further study on this thesis work. More on the significant of this thesis is that, it has
shown that better MIMO antenna performance can be achieved performance when
one antenna is located at the bottom of ground plane with feed at the corner and the
second antenna is placed perpendicularly at the top with feed position on the side of
ground plane as the bottom antenna. The study show that loop and PIFA antennas
have better performance, when used as either similar two antenna combination each
or when combined with each other. Thus, two novel MIMO antenna structure
combinations and configuration (placement two antenna systems on the ground plane
of mobile terminal) that give better overall MIMO system performance were
achieved. Therefore this thesis can serve as suitable antecedent information for the
future work in the related research areas.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This master’s thesis has demonstrated a unique design of MIMO antennas for LTE
systems that can be implemented on the mobile terminals and that can deliver
efficient MIMO system performance. In addition, the best configuration for the two
antenna systems that give better MIMO system performance has been pointed out.
The MIMO antenna evaluation has been performed for three different types of
antennas that were designed to cover LTE frequency band 3 and 20 respectively. The
single antenna elements was designed, evaluated and then implemented as MIMO
antennas for LTE mobile terminals.
The MIMO system performance was evaluated by making studies on some of the
fundamental characteristics of multi-antennas which includes mutual coupling, ECC
calculated majorly from the far-field radiation pattern of the antenna configurations.
It has been verified that mutual coupling better than -16 dB can be achieve for the
HB two antenna systems at resonant frequency of 1.795 GHz. This result is owing to
the reduced current distribution, distance between the antenna elements and the
configuration of the antenna elements on the ground plane. Although, the mutual
coupling for the low band two antenna systems is relatively low.
The ECC of the MIMO antennas are less than 0.87 for all the LTE frequency
bands (LTE band 3 and band 20 respectively) and particularly less than 0.2 for the
LTE band 3 in all the case studies. This low correlation coefficient is due to the low
mutual coupling between the antenna elements and the ground plane. The benefit of
low ECC is that it enhances the control of independent signal between the receive
signals to adequately minimize the problem of fading in multiple antenna multichannel propagation environments. It is equally confirmed that ECC increases when
the antenna operate at the low frequency band i.e. LTE band 20, and it has been
justified in the identical radiation patterns obtained for these particular two antenna
systems and from the induced current distribution on the ground plane. Both the
single antenna structures and two antenna structure combinations fulfilled the given
specification for S11 of -6 dB in all the operating frequencies in addition to
considerable wider bandwidth.
From the various configuration case studies, mobile terminal antennas that give
better MIMO antenna system performance were pointed out as well as the best
configuration method. As a result, loop and PIFA antennas have better performance,
when used as either similar two antenna combination each or when combined with
each other. Among the four configuration studies, the simulated results have justified
that configuration 3 (when one antenna is located at the bottom of ground plane with
feed at the corner and the second antenna is placed perpendicularly at the top with
same feed position) has the better MIMO system performance. Hence, the ECC value
was reduced, mutual coupling was minimized and high total efficiency was achieved
using this particular orientation. ECC of less than 0.01 was achieved for high band
two antenna systems and ECC of less than 0.49 was achieved for all the two antenna
combinations in the low band which satisfied the given ECC specifications of less
than 0.3 for HB antennas and less than 0.5 for LB antennas.
In consideration to the future work on this thesis, the MIMO antenna systems can
be evaluated in the real mobile phone, where the prototypes will be constructed and
measured accordingly. More so, the simulation with head and hand phantom model
is essential area to consider for the study of impact of user’s tissues on the MIMO
antenna performance. The MIMO antenna performance can further be study in
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different propagation environments other than free space, because it is believed that
the environment in which the mobile device is positioned can affect the overall
mobile handset antenna performance. Lastly, it would be pertinent to design 4 by 4
MIMO antenna systems practically for the LTE/ LTE-Advanced enabled mobile
handsets with reduced ECC. Although this kind of design would pose lots of
challenges most especially for the low frequency bands because of the limited space
in the mobile phone.
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10. APPENDICES
Appendix 1 2D simulated radiation patterns of single mobile terminal antennas at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas.
Appendix 2 2D simulated radiation pattern of similar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 1.
Appendix 3 2D simulated radiation pattern of dissimilar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 1.
Appendix 4 2D simulated radiation pattern of similar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 3.
Appendix 5 2D simulated radiation pattern of dissimilar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 3.
Appendix 6
Surface current distributions at 0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for
HB two antenna systems of configuration case study 1.
Appendix 7
Surface current distributions at 0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for
HB two antenna systems of configuration case study 3.
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Appendix 1 2D simulated radiation patterns of single mobile terminal antennas at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas.

Figure 1 Simulated radiation pattern for monopole antennas (a) HB monopole (b) LB
monopole.

Figure 1 Simulated radiation pattern for PIFA antennas (a) HB PIFA (b) LB PIFA.

Figure 1 Simulated radiation pattern for loop antennas (a) HB loop (b) LB loop.
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Appendix 2 2D simulated radiation pattern of similar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 1.

Figure 4.1 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-PIFA-HB with similar pattern for
loop-loop-HB and monopole-monopole-HB (a) main (bottom) antennas (b) MIMO
(top) antenna.

Figure 4.2 Simulated radiation patterns for loop-loop-LB (a) main (bottom) antenna
(b) MIMO (top) antenna.
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Figure 4.3 Simulated radiation patterns for monopole monopole-LB (a) main
(bottom) antenna (b) MIMO (top) antenna.

Figure 4.4 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-PIFA-LB (a) main (bottom)
antenna (b) MIMO (top) antenna.
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Appendix 3 2D simulated radiation pattern of dissimilar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 1.

Figure 5.1 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-monopole-HB (a) PIFA at the
bottom (b) monopole at the top.

Figure 5.2 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-loop-HB (a) PIFA at the bottom (b)
loop at the top.

Figure 5.3 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-monopole-LB with similar pattern
for PIFA-loop-LB and monopole-loop-LB (a) main (bottom) antenna (b) MIMO
(top) antenna.
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Appendix 4 2D simulated radiation pattern of similar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 3.

Figure 6.1 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-monopole-HB with similar pattern
for PIFA-loop-HB and monopole-loop-HB (a) main (bottom) antenna (b) MIMO
(top) antenna.

Figure 6.2 Simulated radiation patterns for monopole-monopole-LB (a) main
(bottom) antenna (b) MIMO (top) antenna.
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Figure 6.3 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-PIFA-LB (a) main (bottom)
antenna (b) MIMO (top) antenna.

Figure 6.4 Simulated radiation patterns for loop-loop-LB (a) main (bottom) antenna
(b) MIMO (top) antenna.
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Appendix 5 2D simulated radiation pattern of dissimilar two antenna systems at
0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for HB antennas of configuration case study 3.

Figure 7.1 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-monopole-HB with similar pattern
for PIFA-loop-HB and monopole-loop-HB (a) main (bottom) antenna (b) MIMO
(top) antenna.

Figure 7.2 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-monopole-LB (a) PIFA at the
bottom (b) monopole at the top.
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Figure 7.3 Simulated radiation patterns for monopole-loop-LB (a) monopole at the
bottom (b) loop at the top.

Figure 7.4 Simulated radiation patterns for PIFA-loop-LB (a) PIFA at the bottom (b)
loop at the top.
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Appendix 6 Surface current distributions at 0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for
HB two antenna systems of configuration case study 1.

Figure 8.1 Surface current distributions for PIFA-PIFA-HB.

Figure 8.2 Surface current distributions for loop-loop-HB.

Figure 8.3 Surface current distributions for monopole-monopole-LB.
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Figure 8.4 Surface current distributions for PIFA-monopole-LB.
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Appendix 7 Surface current distributions at 0.826 GHz for LB and 1.795 GHz for
HB two antenna systems of configuration case study 3.

Figure 9.1 Surface current distributions for PIFA-PIFA-HB.

Figure 9.2 Surface current distributions for loop-loop-HB.

Figure 9.3 Surface current distributions for monopole-monopole-LB.
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Figure 9.4 Surface current distributions for PIFA-monopole-LB.

